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awareness
promoted

Phones to ring
Fund-raiser for center slated
By MELANIE BUCKliN
Editor in Chief

Murray State University will
kick off its special phonathon
campaign Tuesday night to
raise the remainder of the
money needed to make the
regional special events center a
reality.
The University has solicited
Harris Select Communications
of White Plains, N.Y., to contact about 30,000 of its alumni
by telephone to ask for donations to the project.
Linda Moore, development
coordinator for the annual
fund, said a professional firm
was chosen because the
development staff could not
physically contact that number
of alunuu by Dec. 31.
The University has been appropriated $10 million by the
state in economic development
bonds for the center.
Chuck Ward, director of
development, said however the
type of facility that the University and people of the community want will cost about $18
million to $20 million,
resulting in a need of $8 million
to $10 million.
Ward said when the appropriations were made that
the University administration
was encouraged by the
legislators of the West Kentucky Legislative Caucus that
if $2 million is raised in private
funds by December 1991, it
would be to the University's advantJilge, because $6 million to
$8 million more could be
received.
Ward said that, with those
parameters in mind, the most

" We can't
physically visit
all our alumni
face to face, so
calling them on
the telephone is
the next best
thing"

By TARA JOY DONNER
Staff Writer

Chuck Ward
Director of
Development

effective and productive way to
raise the money had lo be
found.
"The best way to raise money
is face to face. The next best
way is by telephone, and then
the next best way is by mail,''
he said.
·
"We (the development staff)
can't physically visiL all ow·
alumni face to face, so calling
them on the telephone is the
next best thing," he said.
A letter was sent Monday
from President Ronald J. Kw-th
to a lumni announcing the campaign and encouraging them to
give.
Harris Select Communications will begin phoning alumni Tuesday and will continue
Monday through Thursday and
during select hours on Saturday and Sunday until Dec. 1.
Alumni who have a::.ked not ·

Photo by MEL ANIE BUCKLIN

SIGN OF SUPPORT
Ron Davis and Bill Barger of the physicarplant hang the "Welcome Alumni"
aod "Go Racers" signs in preparation for Homecoming guests. This
weekend Is packed full of activities for Murray State University faculty , s taff,
alumni and guests. Please see homecoming special section for details

-

Please see CENTER

By TERESA MAYS

Jeff Campbell, a sophomore
criminal justice major ti·om
While Desert Storm was in its Paducah, would have been a
first stages, several Murray junior this year if he hadn't
State University students had gone to Saudi Arabia.
to pack their bags, drop out of
"It delayed me a year in
school in the middle of the school," he said.
semester and leave tjleir
Campbell is with the 1244th
families and ti·iends because transportation company. which
their National Guard and is part of the National Guard.
Reserve units had been He said he was notified Sept.
activated.
16, 1990, that his unit was beAlthough their deployments ing activated and would leave
caused difficulties, some Sept. 18.
students believe Desert Storm
"We knew it could happen in
provided the opportune mo- August," Campbel1 said.
ment to fight for their country. "When they started calling up
Staff Writer

Back Po1ge

o~e

National Guard units, we knew
we would be goingpreUy soon ."
Hil-l National Guard unit left
with the Army's 82nd Ail·horne
Division , Campbell said. His
flight to Saudi Arahia took 20
hours.
"I was just hoping we dicln'1
c1·ash,'' Campbell said. ''1 don't
like riding in plane.-;."
The atmosphere 011 the plane,
Campbell said, was solemn.
·'There was u lol of nervou~
anxiety. hut everybody t1·ied to
stay relaxed." he said.
While in Saudi Al·abia,
Campbell said, his group stayed

year

in tents in the middle of
nowhere.
"There were no bathrooms,"
he said. "Sometimes they
brought in homemade
outhouses that were made of
metal pans."
Campbell said he called home
once every two weeks.
"Sometimes we went two or
three months without making
any phone calls," he said.
"I wanted to come home. It
got. old over there. There wasn't
Please s ee DESERT STORM
Back Page

Operational funds see nq increase
Assistant News Editor

Kentucky may finally have
hit a substantial budget shortfall, and higher education may
be one of its victims.
On Sept. 26, the state
legislature was told the budget
will fall short ·a projected $160
million dollars, forcing some
state agencies to receive cutbacks. The Louisville CourierJournal reported that state
universities may be among
those agencies.
Although Murray State

University has not received any ments during the past few
word about cutbacks in its state years.
appropriations, James Booth,
"We have not made any
provost, said the University is significant increases in operalooking cautiously at the tjon for quite soml' time," be
!'1aid.
shortfall
One area of the school budget
For the professors, this has
that could be hurt by the cut- meant they have had to be
backs could be depaTtme11tal resourceful with the use of supplies and instJ•uctional aids usoperational budgets.
Tom Denton, director of ac- ed fo1· class.
"We are having to do more
counting and finance, said
because of a lack of funds, the and mort' with less and less,"
University has not been ablE:' to sa1d Robert C. Etherton, chairincrease the operational man of the depm·tment of
budgets of any of the depart- physics.

Etherton said many times the
professor uses his own money to
buy such supplies as paper, if
the need arises.
"The faculty is dedicated to
teaching the students," he said.
Etherton's department is not
the only one suffering from the
lack of increases.
Chad Stewart, chairman of
lhe department of health,
physical education and recreation, said his department is hit
Please s ee BUDGET
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SGA hears student
activity fee gripes
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

About 30 Murray State
University student~ voiced
their concerns to the Student
Government Association
Wednesday about the student activity fee and what it
covers.
The students spoke to the
senate during the public
forum section of the weekly
meeting and told senators
and officers their concerns
about why the activity fee
does not cover admission to
University-produced play::).
musicals and other
theatrical productions.
Complaints were l'ecorded
dw·ing last week's Gripe
Day, sponsored by SGA. and
Karl Flood, SGA University
Affairs chairman, asked the
students to attend the
meeting and voice their
concerns.
Tish Usher. a senior speech
communication and . theater
major from Benton, said the
student activity fee should
cover admission to Univcn;i ty plays for all students.
"We (the students) think

everyone should have the opportunity to see plays," shL·
said.
Uf-lhet· said many student;;
are reluctant to attend play.s
beea uAe admission to tbe productions is usually $4. Attendance for the plays averaged
30 perce.nt of the theater's
capacity last year, said Kyle
Mills, a junior theater and
art major from Owensboro.
·•r think the money is a big
part of it (sturlents not attenrling plays),'' Usher said.
"Even a discount price of
$2 is more feasible than $4,"
Usher said.
Attendance at University
plays has also affected what
the speech/communication
i:lnd theater department
decidt•s to produce each year.
Mills said the low attendance and 'low profit margin
haR forced the programming
committee to choose the
mot·e popular plays and
mnsicials to entice student~
to attend lhe plays.
Please see ACTIVITY
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War set student back

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Homecoming is Saturday. but Monday begins
National Col1egiate Alcohol Awareness Week
Both the University Center Board and the
Residential Hall Asso~iation have activities and
programs planned fm· Murray State Univeroity
students.
The event has existed since the 1970s, said Phil
Parrish, housing program coordinator.
Heather Clauson, Curris Center activities
chairman, said the UCB will serve free mocktails
in the rocking chair lounge at lunchtime Monday
for two how·s. Then. on Tuesday, the UCB will
set up a saloon in the Stables to serve near-beer,
and it may sponsor Cl casino night.
The police will distribute information on
alcohol and DUIR on Wednesday, and on Thw·:;.
day, Vicki Jones, a lawyer with MSU. will spc.tk
about the University's aJcohol policy.
UCB hasn't planned anything for Friday
through Sunday, Clauson said. because many
students go home or leave. town.
"It just bombs," she said.
Clauson didn't knmv how much the prognun::;
would cost UCB yet. "I don't know how much
near·bcer or promotional things the distributors
will give us," she said.
Mike Young. the administrative assistant for
student affairs, said the cost is minimal.
''Colleges are already a part of theh·
(distributor~') alcohol education programs."
The cost is going to he low for RHA also, said
Parrish. Some of the ~taff members volunteer~d
their time to send off for information and put
togetHer u prograri1,

The buildings students walk past every day
are often thought of as commonplace, but they
represent parts of Murray State Unviersity's
history.
Since the University began as a normal school
in the 1920s, campus buildings have been
named after the people who have led MSU
through the years.
Learn about the people for whom the buildings are named.
Stories on Page SA
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Going for the gold

Index

At Roy Stewart Stadium Tuesday
area senior citizens will compete in the
Purchase Area Senior Games.
Anyone 55 or older can compete in
the games which Include events such
as clothes hanging, crocheting, softball
throw, 1,500-meterdash, 100-yarddash
a nd broad jump.
A basketball shoot and dance contests have been added this year.
Gold, silver and bronze medals will
be awarded in each event
Those Interested in competing should
register at the stadium starting at 8:30
a.m.
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Jones supports events center

NEWSBRIEFS
Fall Senior Day planned

Candidate promises 4-lane road

The first of two Fall Senior Days will be Oct. 19 and will
begin with registration at 8:30 a.m. in the Curris Center.
The day will give high school seniors and their parents a
glimpse of college life at Murray State University. It will include campus tours given by the Student Ambassadors, and
various student organizations will host tables to give high
school students information.
Other activities include an academic showcase, a tailgate
fiesta and tickets to the Racer football game.
Additional information is available from the School Relations office.

By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Saying that Murray State
University needs its proposed
Regional Special Events
Center, Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones, a Democratic candidate
for governor, tried to win the
Jones' education platform,
votes of Calloway County titled "Opportunities for
residents during a recent Education," includes five main
Democratic unity t·ally.
goals:
The Friday night rally at • to enhance efforts in early
Murray's National Guard Ar- childhood education;
mory attracted several hundred • to put technology to work for
Murray citizens, Murray State Kentucky students of all ages;
faculty and staff and area • to create an environment for
residents.
success in elementary and
Jones, who has published and secondary education;
released his platform on educa- • to remove partisan politics
tion in the state, said 94 per- from the governance of colleges
cent of the $1.3 billion invested and universities and to support
in the state's education system the role of those institutions in
is from the tax increase in the both education and economic
1990 Kentucky Education development;
Reform Act. About $10 million • and to provide expanded
of the remaining 6 percent will training and retraining opporbe used in building the tunities for adult students to
Regional Special Events Center give them the skills they need
to shape the future.
at Murray State, Jones said.
Jones also said he hopes to
"That special events center
push funding of a four-lane road
needs to be built," Jones said.
"Some way, somehow, we're go- from Cadiz through Murray to
ing to get the money to get that Mayfield.
"I'm going to do everything in
center built."
my power to see that the road is
Jones also said that if be is built," Jones said. "I'm going to
elected he would serve as a give it 100 percent effort."
member of the state fundHowever, Jones said, he does
raising committee to help MSU
not
want to lead voters on about
get the center, and he would
his
stands on issues affecting
lobby the General Assembly for
the western-most part of
more support if necessary.
Kentucky.
"I don't want people to think
"I don't want to lead anybody
I'm just coming in here promis- to believe it (the four-lane road)
ing things," Jones said. "I get is a done deal," he said. "I'm
very turned off by politicians saying that it needs to be done.
who do that."
I'm going to give it top priority
Jones also said he hopes to in our administration."
have a good relationship with
Road construction plans in
the administration of Murray the state are put on a six-year
State if he is elected.
plan for evaluation by the
"As a matter of fact," he said, General Assembly. Jones said
"I will consult with the presi- his good relationship with the
dent about appointments made legislature will help bring the
to the Board of Regents so we road to the area.
Another issue for western
can get people who are committed to higher education and peo- Kentucky in the gubernatorial
ple who will work for campaign is economic development. Jones said he wants to
education."

-

e

To create an environment of success in elementary
and secondary education.

e

To remove partisan politics from the governance of
colleges and universities and to support the role of
those institutions in both education and economic
development.

e

To provide expanded training and retraining opportunities for adult students to give them the skills they
need to shape the future.

BIS seminar scheduled
Adults interested in the bachelor of independent studies ,
degree will have an opportunity to learn more about the program during a Dec. 7 seminar.
The seminar, which will begin at 8:30a.m. in the Curris •
Center, will give participants sufficient information on !
whether to enter the program or not, said Hughie Lawson, j
BIS program director.
Participants will receive an introduction to the BIS pro·
gram, the requirements and the means of earning credits to
fufill requirements.
The fee for the seminar is $25, and students must have completed at least 12 credit hours to be admitted to the program.

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
establish an economic development office in western Kentucky that would employ
residents and help the residents
of this area.
"We've got to support
western Kentucky," he said.
The 1991 gubernatorial campaign has been quite negative
at times, but, Jones said, his intent is not to be negative but to
present the facts to the voters.
"Records show (Larry)
Hopkins would have voted
against education reform, but
did it because he didn't want an
increase in taxes," Jones said.
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins, a
Republican who was reared in
Wingo, has enlisted national
support from President George
Bush and Vice President Dan
Quayle for campaign stops in
central and eastern Kentucky.
Jones said the voters deserve
to know the issues, not who is
campaigning on behalf of
others.
"1 do not believe the average
Kentuckian needs anybody,
whether Democrat or
Republican, to tell that
something is wrong," Jones
said. "I think we are perfectly
capable of making up our own
minds," Jones said.
As the election nears, both
candidates will be visiting

various areas throughout the
state. Jones' next Murray appearance will be from 6~30 to 8
p.m. Oct. 31 and is sponsored by
the MSU Faculty Senate. The
senate said it has contacted
Hopkins for an appearence at
the same time, but has received
no response.
A recent poll of registered
Kentucky voters showed that
Jones had a 13 percent lead
over Hopkins. Jones received
46 percent of the vote from
those who indicated they would
vote in the Nov. 5 election, and
Hopkins received 32 percent.
About 22 percent of the voters
were undecided, according to
the Bluegrass Poll in the
Louisville Courier-Journal.
The poll also showed that 31
percent of the voters viewed
Jones in a positive light, 15 percent said they viewed him unfavorably and 31 percent were
undecided.
About 21 percent of the voters
said they held a favorable opinion of Hopkinsj while another
17 percent did not hold a
favorable opinion of the
Republican.
Kentucky's voter registration
is more than 2 to 1 Democratic.
Jones leads Hopkins in western
Kentucky, where Hopkins grew
up.

Win money in photo contest
Shutterbugs may have an opportunity to put their talents
to use and could win money in a national photography contest sponsored by Nikon and Photographer's Forum
magazine.
The 12th annual College Photo Contest is open to all college students, and entries must be received by Oct. 31. En·
tries should be either black and white or color prints and
should be unmounted, 8-by-10 in size and labeled with the
student's name and address.
Finalists will be notified by Feb. 7 and winners by Feb. 16.
Winning entries will be published in the May 1992 issue of
Photographer's Forum magazine and the Best of College
Photography.
Grand prizes include two Nikon N6006 AF SLRs with zoom
lenses. Second prize is $500, and third prize is $350. Ten
fourth prizes of $50 will be awarded, and 100 honorable mention winners will receive a gold-embossed certificate of
outstanding merit.

$500 prize still hidden
Five hundred dollars may be hidden right under your nose.
Chi Alpha, an inter-denomination organization, bas offered
Murray State University students a chance to find $500 the
members have hidden on campus.
The "money" hidden on campus is a fake $500 bill, to
receive the real $500 the winners must conta~ Mark Ran<~alJ
of Chi Alpha.
This is the third year for the contest. The money retnains
hidden. Clues are located at various places on campus, he
said.
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;S tudent employees need city stickers
:

!By AMY GREWE
: Staff Writer

I

According to a city of Murray
ordinance, students of Murray
State University who work
;either on or off campus will be
required to purchase a Murray
city sticker.
· Mur ray City Clerk Jo Crass
lsaid the sticker purchase is reiquired of students who are
,employed here just as it is re!quired of all Murray residents
jand workers.
'

I "The city sticker is required
:for people that live in the city to
•sticker each one of their
,vehicles," Crass said. "For peo·
fple who live outside the city,
~they sticker the vehicle they
u s e i n t he cou r s e of
employment."
Crass said any nonresident
:who
is not employed in Murray
'
M'ill not be required to display
_...,the sticker.
; "If someone is from
)3omewhere in Illinois and
~omes here to school, even if
:they live on or off campus, and
;they're
not employed anywhere
'
~n the city of Murray, they are
:not required to have a sticker,"
Crass said. "Murray is not their
borne and, if they don't work,
~hey don't have to buy one."

I

Crass said there is a federal
1a w that a 1so exempt !'I
American disabled veterans
wjth war-related injuries.
"We cannot require anything
of those people," she said, "and
that's a federal law."
Crass said the sticker costs
$35 for a full year and last from
May to May.
"Murray city stickers are
simply a means of raising
revenue for operation of the city
government. The money goes
into what we call the general
fund, which is for the operation
of the police, fire and street
departments and administra·
tion offices of the city," Crass
said. "In other words, it supports non-revenue producing
departments of the city."
Crass said the ordinance is
not something new to the city of
Murray.
"The ordinance has been in
effect for years- maybe before
even 1940,'' she said. "About
three or fow· years ago, the city
council increased the price of city stickers from $15 to $35.
''That was brought about
mainly because of the loss of
federal revenue share in funds,
and the only means of taxation
that the city of Murray does not
have, which is permitted by

state law, is an earnmgs tax,
and while that's been discussed
back and forth many times, the
council is not willing to impose
that kind of tax on people who
work in the city," Crass said.
"Murray is the only university city. except for Northern
Kentucky, in the state of Ken·
tucky that does not have an ear·
ning lax," she said. "Most peo·
· ple know that as a payroll tax."
Crass said the sticker is pro·
rated for students or people just
moving to Murray.
"They are prorated for, like,
~omeone moving into town in
the month of October or starting to work, or they get an additional car, it would be $22.28
until May of 1992. When
University students come on
campus and they get employmcnt, we charge them a prorated price,'' Crass said. "Of
course. all your faculty and
staff at Murray State under
terms of tbe ordinance are required to have it."
Crass said there are penalties
for not purchasing the city
sticker.
"If you do not purchase in
May and you are living or work1

Please see STICKERS
Page 9A

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

Bridget Troutman, a senior social work and criminal justice major from Utica, discusses the process of buying a Murray city sUcker from City Clerk Jo Crass. Crasa said 11 ,900 stickers have
been sold.

Food cart in Sparks
success reported

·Brown new academic team coach;
·members will compete in Louisville.
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

Ted Brown, an assistant professor of
English at Murray State University, was
named the new head coach of the
academic team last week.
Brown said he took the job because he
wanted to help with the University's support of academics.
"I believe the University should do
everything it can to support academics,"
Brown said. "Thlt'aeademic tearti is an 'example of that suppprt. I wanted to be a
part of it."
Brown has had some experience with
the type of quick recall the academic
\

team must display . In 1984, he was a contestant on the game show Jeopardy. He
ftnished in second place during his only
appearance, winning a bedroom set he
later sold to help finance his move to
MSU.
He said he hopes the academic team
will continue its winning tradition.
"It's always hard to predict the future,
but we've got good players, and I think
we'll do well,'' Brown said. "The MSU
acad~~iC team .~a ~ a ,Wil'),niJl$. tradition,
and I hope we can continue :it• We'll start
finding out Saturday."
Saturday is when Brown makes his
coaching debut in a tournament at

YOU'VE GOT IT!

Brown replaces Gordon Loberger, an
associate professor of English. Loberger
said he resigned because the time had
come to do so, but he had no regrets.
"I think after five years it was time to
move on and let someone else take the
job," Loberger said. "I've had five good
years with the team. We've had some
phenomenal times. I decided that the ...
team needed someone younger who could
devote more of his time wjth the team."

The new food cart in Sparks
Hall was successful during
testing this week, said food services director Bill Benriter,
who spoke Wednesday to the
St ud e n t Governme n t
Association.
Food ser vices took food from
Winslow Cafeteria to sell to
Murray Stat e U n iver sity
employees in Sparks Hall during working hours. Benriter
said the program's success has
prompted other departments to
ask a bout the feasibility of having it in other ca mp us
buildings.
"The people who work there

have responded favorably," he
said.
Benriter also informed the
senate that some MSU students
are using their friends' meal
plans to buy meals in various
campus eateries. He said Racer
Cards are non-transferable.
He also reminded SGA that
the Stables and the
Thoroughbred Room will have
limited hours of operations during Fall Break.
In other business:
• student activity fee . was
discussed (see related Page 1
story).
• Family Fun Day is Oct. 19.
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MAKE THE SWITCH
EVERY NIGHT

8PM UNTIL MIDNIGHT...
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Louisville. Eleven teams, including
Pikeville College and Eastern Kentuckl(
University, will compete in the
tournament.

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $8.99 Dinner Buffet

TONIGHT!

1130

Staff Report

28

1
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CLUB 1130 BROADCAST LIVE
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Dlnner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30 p .m.
Must present coupon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $8.99
SPECIAL
Large, 1 Topping Pizza

$6.99
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL
A

Responsibility is
a year-round job

pqa

Murray State News
111 Wilaon Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University

Murray, Kentucky 42071
Melanie Bucklin.
Editor in chief

Editor

...,. . . t~~W--.

c.

Errors? Blame
(some of them)
on copy editors

Tbe peno.ll dzhtDI tbl• cu .. ahn.ya n:sponalble with bla/her
aJcobol OOII8UIIljJdaa ad Dn"el' bu to wony about desbotiD& UQ'

.....

Choose C and Choose Life!

When someone asks me what
I do for a living, I borrow an
answer from a 1978 article
written by Robert H. Williams
of The Washington Post: .. My
duty is to change 'that' to
'which' and 'which' to 'that'
wherever those words appear."
I am a copy editor.
I have copy edited
newspapers and magazines for
Murray State and professionally, never aspiring to rise to a
more visible position on the
editorial food chain.
I fight, with the excellent
help of graduate assistant
Sheila Schoonover, the neverending battle against errors in
logic, grammar, spelling and
newspaper style. I hunt do·wn
potential libel and wage war
against run-on sentences.
And, y~::t, while proofing
pages recently, I managed to
miss that the word "snndall'"
was spelled s-a·n·d-1-e-s in a
headline. Ouch.

·.... . . .

Gripe Day gives
students a voice

The

Copy

B. Tbe . , . _ -~ cu decided to be re.ponflble with bla/ber
mMol ~ IDrtbe week of Oct. 13 llDd. will DDt dellbot

The week beginning Monday and continuing
through Saturday, Oct. 19, has been set aside as
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week, during which universities across the country will partake in activities that do not revolve around
drinking.
Here at Murray State, the University Center
Board and the Residential Hall Association will offer many activities to entertain and educate
students about the facts and myths concerning
alcohol.
But our question is this: Should we recognize just
one week for alcohol awareness? We think not.
The words can get a bit repetitious, but they are
true. Responsibility is the key· to alcohol use,
especially during this Homecoming weekend.
You don't have to drink to have a good time. Spending time with your friends, watching the parade,
going to the game and reminiscing over old times
can be acheived without alcohol.
If you are. of age and decide to drink, however, do
not drink and drive. Designate a driver before going
out. Such a simple action can save lives.
Although Alcohol Aware ness Week begins Monday, we should be responsible year round.

The Student Government Association sponsored
Gripe Day on Wednesday, and, to the suprise of
many, students actu~lly showed up to gripe about
issues affecting Murray State.
According to SGA, approximately 191 complaints
were filed on topics ranging from parking on campus and activity fees to food service and visitation.
We commend those students who took the time to
express their concerns on paper with the intent of
changing the way some things are handled on
campus.
.
It is important to understand that students do
have a voice at MSU.
Now SGA and the University administration
have heard these views from the student body and
should consider looking into the complaints.
Granted, some complaints are voiced time and
again, but that can only mean that something must
be done about those issues. Now you know what
needs to be done, so let's get to work.
And, fmally, for those of you who did not go to
Gripe Day and file your complaints yet still persist
in complaining about things here that you just
don't like ... tough. You had your chance.

PATSY A.
CRAWFORD
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_Students: Fee should not exclude events
- and dance activity fee already covers so
To the Editor:
theatrical, musical
We, the members of Sigma
K appa Theta, a student
organization of the speech and
theater department, would like
to address the issue of the student activity fee.
We are concerned about our
exclusion from the activity fee.
We feel that a ll students should
have the opportunity to attend

productions free of charge. This
would include five major pro·
ductions per year.
As it stands, a student has to
pay $4 per show. For those
students who are required to attend performances through
speech and theater courses, this
can be costly.
We are thankful our student

many campus events. However,
we feel that a student activity
fee should cover all campus activities, without the exclusion
of any one particular group,
department or event.
Tish Usher
President
Sigma Kappa Theta

Donna Herndon thanks campus community
To the Editor:
I know of no better way than
this to thank the University
community for the many kindnesses to our family during the
past weeks.
The death of our son, Roger,
on Aug. 2 while in flight training in conjunction with his
studies at the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y.,
has been the most devastating
and painful experience imaginable . Without the
thoughtfulness and support
demonstrated by the Murray
State community, I don't know
how we could have coped with
this tr!lgedy.

I wish space permitted me to
thank individually the hun·
dreds of administrators, faculty, staff and students who
demonstrated their concern
through food brought to our
home, flowers. contributions to
Roger's memorial fund in the
Calloway County schools,
phone calls, letters and continued cards, visits and
prayers.
We've been touched also with
the kindnesses and contributions by val'ious student
organizations, colleges, departments and campus offices and
units.
I'm especially grateful lo my

staff for their outstanding support. and implementat ion of
alumni programming during
the month I was unable to
work.
My personal means of coping
with this overwhelming grief is
to seek the help of others. I am
much more comfortable with
discussing the situation tha n
avoiding mention of it. Hugs
and encouragement in any form
are much appreciated.
We need your continued support and prayers.
Donna R. Herndon
Director
Alumni Affairs
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The message of this
To the Editor:
I would like to remind this awareness week is the followcollege community of the Na· ing: careless decisions about
tional Collegiate Alcohol drinking can inc1·ease your
Awareness Week, beginning risks of flunking courses, being
Oct. 13 and continuing through involved in fights and accidents
and of getting sexually
Oct. 19.
This time each year, colleges transmitted diseases. Careless
and universities throughout drinking habits can also inAmerica promote alcohol crease your risk of developing a
awareness by activities such as long-term drinking problem.
poster contests, educational
I challenge each person in
programs, speakers, theatrical this college community lo make
presentations and alcohol-free a serious evaluation of your
parties.
own drinking habits. Decide in

advance what your drinking
limit will be and stick with it.
Know that it is always okay to
refuse a drink.
Contrary to what one student
recently told me, footba ll ~ames
and alcoho l use do not
necessarily go' hand in hand.
One can have a fun time
without being bombed.
Stay healthy!

Stu~ent

. Bridget Stuart
Staff Nurse
Health Services

· W~Om to call•••

;:;~

>: ... ;.

.If you have.an idea_foranews
story ... .,..'.:.,"':·~··~···~-.'762~
"
.

Ifyou have an idea for a sports
story .................... 762-4481

If you have an idea for a feature story ............. 762-4480

If you would like to advertise
in The News ........ 762-4478

~:

.If you have an idea for ·a

cotnrnentarYQrWanttOk{\OW

hoW to sUbmit letters to the
editor ................. 762-4468
•·

It was embarrassing not only
to me but also to the writer, section editor and so on. Lucky me,
the only place my name and title usually appear is buried
deep in the masthead, whe1·e if
noticed at all it is with a sense
of puzzlement.
Let me clear the clouds away.
We copy editors rend each article before it is type::;et and help
proof pages before they go to
press. The idea is that an extra
pair of eyes will catch the enors
that a writer misses in his own
story.
Sometimes, though, while
trying to clarify an idea or in·
sert an overlooked fact, we add
mistakes of our own.
Mistakes - whether large or
small, the writers' or the
editors' - make journulists cringe. Something akin to a
seizure accompanies the
recognition of an error in print.
The knowledge that thousands
will see your boo·boo mak,es
quite an impression.
'
To quote William" again (he
wrote about copy editors but
just as well could have been
speaking for all journalists):
''Their mistakes are highly
visible, and certainly no less
frequent than those of other
people, such as doctors, wbo can
bury theirs. "
University journalists suffer
an added pressure, as well. The
unfortunate soul whose name is
associated with said boo-boo
must immediately face smirk·
ing peers and - even worse professors. Anyone who reads
an article on a subject he knows
something about will find a
mistake in it. Monday-morning
quarterbacks take no prisoner~.
Because every newspaper m
herently provides the oppor
tunity for thousand:; of errors,
and because journalists must
search for so many kinds of errors in a short time, every
newspaper issue will have its
problems. (Personally, I'll take
a punctuation error over a libel
lawsuit any day.)
Every week I read each arti cle for The Murray State News.
Some are better thnn others.
Sometimes we miss errors, and
sometimes we allow deviation
from standard English to
preserve a conversational tone.
Sometimes an error won't be
corrected at all because it falls
within a direct quotation.
Never, however, would we
shrug off an error as ~omething
that's not worth worrying
about. Remember that journalists in training take pride in
professionalism, too.
In the meantime, al~o
remember that those who~e
names are prominent in each
issue aren't the only SliUrc:es of
errors. In the words of columnist Jim Dykes of the Knoxville
<Tenn.) Journal, ''It is really
some copy editor's fuult. Usually ia."
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FOCus·
Wells was once residence hall

LEAVING
THEIR

MARK
:curris Center serves as
heart .o f Murray State
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Wnter

lf you were to ask where the
heart of any college campus is,
., the reply would likely be, "The
student union building."
· At Murray State University,
Wells Hall served as the central
meeting place for students from
,. 1925 through t he early 1930s.
Students congregated in the
.,. residence ha ll 's cafeteria,
lounges and study rooms.
During t he 1930s, '40s and
'50s. students gathered at the
library and in the "dungeon" of
· the old Fine Arts Building.
F1·om 1959 until 1978, the
Harry Lee Waterfield Library
served as t he campus student
· union building.
For t he past 10 year s,
however, the Curris Center has
been the heart of MSU.
Ground was broken for the
$8.2 million student center,
located at 15th and Payne
streets, on April 3, 1978. After
34 months of construction, the
Curris Center opened its doors. ·
It was called the "most func-

tional and most beautiful" stu·
dent center in the nation by
Dave Kratzer, the Curris
Center's director at the time.
"It may well be the best," he
said.
The Curris Center, named for
Constantine Curris, president
of MSU during the construction
of the building, has three levels
that occupy nearly 135,000
square feet of space.
The main level includes the
University Bookstore, a post office, an information booth, the
Thoroughbred Room and the
Sugar Cube.
The lower level houses a
game room, the Stables, an arts
and crafts area and TV and
music-listening lounges. Men's
and women's locker areas and
the Student Government
Association offices are also
located on the lower level.
A 288 -se at theater , a
ballroom, lecture and meeting
rooms and administrative offices can be found on the upper
level of the Curris Center.

By MICHELE CARLTON
Staff Writer

On Nov. 6, 1925, Wells Hall
was dedicated as the fJ.rst
women's residence hall on Murray State University's campus.
Wells Hall served as a
residence hall for 316 women.
Room and board was $5 a week.
In 1943, trainees of the World
War II Naval pre-flight pro·
gram lived in Wells Hall. After
one year, women moved back
into the building.
Wells Hall was converted into
a men's residence hall in 1957
after a new women's hall,
Woods Hall, was constructed
and opened for occupancy.
After Clark, Franklin and
Richmond residence halls were
completed for men in 1962,
Wells Hall became a women's
hall again.
On Aug. 3, 1978, Wells Hall
was listed in the National
Register of Historic Places by
the U.S. Department of the In·
terior in Washington, D.C.
After 40 years as a residence
hall, Wells H a ll wa s
rededicated as the existing office building on Nov. 18, 1978,
following a year-long $1.7
million renovation.
The president's office was
then moved to Wells Hall from
Sparks Hall to increase ac·
cessibility to faculty, staff and
students.
Wells Hall was named after
the founder and second president of MSU, Rainey T. Wells.
Wells was widely known as
an e ducator , attorne y, Wells Hall, named in honor of the University's second president
legislator and promoter of Mur- as the first women's dormitory in 1925.
ray and Calloway County.
During Wells' term as presi- named Murray State's athletic MSU at 125 percent. Most peodent, MSU grew from a two- teams the Thoroughbreds.
ple only go as high as 110 perJohn Lovett, Wells' grandson, cent," he said. "Everything he
year school to a four-year college, and the student body ex- sa id h is gra ndfa ther was thought about Murray was
devoted to Murray State.
panded from 400 to 1,100.
positive."
An avid fan of athletics, Wells
''Rainey T. Wells felt about
Lovett said that as a child he

I III
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Carr honors first president
During his administration,
Wilson Hall, a classroom
Staff Writer
building, and Jlells Hall, a
Carr Health Building was residence hall for women, both
named after t he "Grand Old opened.
Man of Murray," John Wesley
"Many of the firsts in MSU's
Carr, who was the first presi53-year
history took place
dent of Murra y S ta t e
Carr's leadership:
under
Dr.
University.
faculty, student body, library,
Carr, who was born in 1859 orchestra, chorus, football ,
and died in 1960, served two ba.seball, basketball for both
terms as president of MSU. His men and women, athletic direcfirst term was from 1923 to tor , teachi ng certificates,
1926, and his second was from department of science, history,
1933 to 1936.
geography, education, English
According to the archives •at and music," according to the ar·
Pogue Library, Carr, at 64, chives files.
opened the doors of Murray
Carr served as dean during
State Normal School, which is the administration of Dr.
, now Murray Middle School, on Rainey T. Wells, the second
Sept. 24, 1923.
president.
According to the archives
A well-known educator, Carr
Carr also wrote a detailed
files
worked day and night to put t he
academic University in order, history of Murray State that
· according to the arch ives, was never published.
"I thought he was a great
because he had big dreams.
~TERESA

M
_A
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_S_ _ __

Photo by JOHN BERNING
Rainey T. Wells, was dedicated

lived across the street from
Wells Hall.
"I had visiting privileges to
Wells Hall,'' he said. "I could go
on any floor at any time I
wanted."

Administration now Sparks

man. He was a very smoot ntempered individual," said Dr.
Ray Mofield of the department
of journalism and
radio/television.
1
Mofield said he remembers
when Carr did not like to drive
anywhere; he asked other peo·
ple to drive him.
"The minute he got into a car,
he fell asleep," Mofield said.
Carr Health Building, which
was dedicated to Carr, was
built for $240,000 and included
a swimming pool, two basket·
ball courts, eight handball
courts and a boxing ring.
It was fJ.rst occupied in 1937
and served as a recreational
center for students and the surrounding area.
Carr Health was renovated in
1976 at a cost of $830,000. It included six additional ha ndball
courts, a sauna, a student
lounge, new offices and
redecorated dressing rooms.

By MICHELE CARL TON
Staff Wrtter

Wrather Hall used to b(l the
administrative headquarters
for Murray State University.
But in November 1967, the
new building that wou1d
later be renamed in honor of
former MSU President Harry
S. Sparks took its place.
The const ruction ot the sixstory building now called
Sparks Hall was fi nanced
through a federal loan of
$981,000 and the sale of
University bonds. The total
co n stru ctio n cost wa s
$1,308,514.
Formerly called t he Adm i ni st r ation Bu i ld in g,
Sparks Hall was officially
dedicated Aug. 6, 1976. It
was named for Sparks, who,
succeeding Ralph H. Woods,
became in 1968 the sixth
MSU president.

''The heart of
any institution
is service.u
Harry S. Sparks
Former MSU
President

During Sparks' term as
president, MSU expanded by
adding major construction
projects that included Faculty Hall, Regents Hall, the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
and Roy Stewart Stadium.
In 1973, Sparks retired at
65 after six years as president, saying that a person in
an administrative po~ition
should not serve beyond that
age. Two years later, on Aug.
1, 1975, the Board of Regents
passed an action to name t.he

Administration Building
after Sparks.
"I was really honored and
surprised," Sparks said.
Sparks served as a professor at MSU as well as the
education department chairman and t he ex-officio chairman of the Board of Regents.
During hjs 43 years in
public education, Sparks
snid, he enjoyed teaching the
most.
"My wife and I both taught
at Murray State," he said. "I
always wanted to get the opport unity to serve in ,the
teaching field."
Alt hough he is officially
retired, Sparks !:iBid that he
still offers his services to the
University.
''lam willing to help in any
way," he said. "The heart of
any institution is service."

,

Photos by JOHN BERNING

PRESIDENTIAL LEGACIES
Two Murray State residence halls are namesakes of past presidents. Left, Woods Hall, named for
Ralph H. Woods, fourth MSU president, officially opened May 12, 1957 as a women's residence
hall. It became co-ed for the first time during the fall semester of 1980 when ther was a temporary
overflow of mle sudents. Above, Richmond Hall, named or the University's third president, James
H. Richmond, opened In March 1961 . It housed 246 men with rooms costing $5 per week •
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Job is learning experience
Residence hall directors become skilled in leadership
By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Ed1tor

- - -- - -

Acquiring leadership expt!ri~nce while still in school
enhances one'5; chances of gaining the t,ype of employment
dcBired after graduation . Being
a residence hall director often
gives qualified students the oppol'tunity to gain thal
experience.
Re s idence hall directors
dc~1de to try the job for dif·
ft•rent reasons, but they often
t cnp the same benefits
" l was 23 years old when I
startt•d college,' ' said Scott Harn s. n .;;enior ngriculture educa·
Liou major from Greenville and
H hall director al Hart Hall I. '' I
ll•ll that my age could help me
a dvise the residents better. I
hdievc that age and experience
help."
Banis said some of the best

''The benefits
by far outweigh
any
restrictions.''
Scott Harris
Director of Hart Hall

...,.----aspects of the job were working
with the other staff members
and meeting n lot of students.
''The benefits by far outweigh
any restrictions," he said.
"Even the restrictions are not
any that you wouldn't already
expect."
Debbie Morgette, a senior
social work major from Cottage
Grove, Tenn ., said that the
enhancement of her leadership
abilitie:s was a positive result of
her hall director position.

"This job coincides with my
''This job helped me in being
social work major." said accepted into Omicron Delta
Morgette, hall director at Kappa ,'' Harris said. "It providWhite Hall. ' 'Plus . 1 have met a ed me with the on-campus
lot of people thnt r would never (f•adership I needed."
have met before."
' 'We look for students with a
As in any oc<'upation , higher maturity level such as
however. there are some pro that of graduate students or
blems along the way.
fifth -year seniorl:i to fill the
"The part I ~joy least about 1·csidence hall director posimy job is the fact that residents tions.'' said David Blackburn,
sometimes think I can solvt• associate director of hou::;ing.
any problem as soon as they br·
Even though the job is very
ing it to me," Morgette said. "[ time consuming, residence hall
wish they undcrsto(ld that I directors are encouraged to
have to go through chauneb, hecome active in other campus
too."
nctivities.
" We encourage them to be in''The part I enj(,y least j..; on
\'olved in campus activities and
cull wt!ekends," Harris ~aid
"However, they at'e necessary." lo take resident advisers and
As far as the ti llle restrictions residents with them,'' said
surrounding the job, both Har· · Paula Hulick, director of hous·
ris and Margette said they are ing. "We hope it will have a ripinvolved in more organi?.ations ple efTect within the halls when_
Lhe directors are involved."
because of their jobs.

Health Line offers nurses' advice
By JON FUTRELL
StaH Wnter

If you have questions about
health and nutrition but you'l'e
not sure where to turn, try the
llcalth Line.
The student health services
office has taken its regular oflice phone number and renam ·
•"I it the Henlth Line.
Kathleen Price, assistant administrator at student health
services, said students can call
Health Line at 762-3809 with
nny question for the nurses on

duty concerning health and
nutrition.
" If students have any questions about health, they can
just give us a call," Price said.
" Anything from a sore throat to
a skin problem or a nutritional
problem, we try to help them
with it."
Price said the name Health
Line was chosen in September
to give student health services
a higher profile.
"We want more exposure for
Student Health Services,"
Price said. ''There are students

who don't know we're here. We
want to teach students how to
make more informed choices
about health· related concerns. "
Last month, Health Line took
234 nurse calls, which Price
said was about average. She
said she hopes more students
use the service. Price said
students don't have to be ill to
use it.
"We encourage students to
use the facilities whether thl!)'
are sick or well,'' Price said .
"We want to help students get

through college as healthy as
possible."
The hours for Health Line are
the same as those for Student
Health Services. Calls may be
made 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4
p.m . Monday through Friday,
except Wednesday afternoons,
when the office is closed.
Price said a nurse also will be
available after working hours.
Shll said students with health
questions can call public safety
at 2222, and Lhe public safety
workers will notify the nw·se on
duty. who w1ll call the student.
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Phil Parrish said he
wants to be accessible to
resident adviser·s and
students as he replaces
Linda Schumer as program coordinator for the
Murray State University
housing office.
Parrish recently earned
a master's degree in
counselor education from
Mississippi State U niver
sity. While there, he worked as a resident adviser for
three years and as a hall
director for two years.
The position of program
coordinator is his first professional job in student af.
fairs, but PalTish said his
experiences as an RA will
help him with his work
here.
"I went through college
and was involved in these
things," he said, "and now
I'm back from a different
perspective. I enjoy that a
lot."
His duties include coordinating all of the
residence hall programs,
working closely with the
RAs and serving on
several committees, including the Housing Program Council for senior
RAs and :1s advi~r for the
Residence Ha ll Association. He said his goal is to
get students m01·e involved

"1 like seeing the

students doing their own
programming rather than
the faculty and staff doing
it all," he said.
Other duties include
coordinating alcohol
awareness programs, safety and security programs
and different awareness
weeks.
Parrish also took over
the position of Interfraternity Council adviser.
Influencing unity in the
Greek community at MSU
is one of Parrish's
priorities. He said he
believes Greeks, no matter what chapter, experience many of the same
problems and deal with
many of the same issues.
"Enhancing unity
within the Greek ex perience is my goal.
Greeks are the same
everywhere you go . . tbe
idea is to be the bigger
part of the whole ," he
said.
Putting greater emphasis on education and
alumni relations is also
important to Parrish as
IFC adviser.
Student involvement,
however, is the main ob
jective in both his positions, Parrish said .
Students who want to get
involved an do not know
where to go should have a
referral person, he said. •
"That's where I want to
comfoa-tably fit 1n,'' he
said.

m

Earrings, Necklaces, Bracelets, 1
Scarves, Purses, Gloves, Hats,
And Much More ... Direct
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Great Selections .... Great

Homecoming Special

Pier 1impnrls

$3 OFF Any $10 Order

758-1851
12058 Chestnut St. In The University Plaza • .QwLBlock .EasLOf MSU Campus

Coupon Expires Friday, Oct.' 18
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By LORI SHAIN

Afttr the time and effort you put to flndirig the
perfect clothes, ~u shouft.ln't trust jUst anyone to
clean them. Our Sanltone• drycleanJng Is
recommended;many leadlna
dcSJgDCrs,lod · Plmt ~lo
ktep your clothes ooldng as guoo as
the day you bought them. Avlilable
only from us, your Certified Master Drycleanet

JEWELRY AND ACCESSORIES

NEW SHIPMENTS
AR RIVING DAI LY

RA experiences
help coordinator

The Perfect Garment
Deserves More Than Just
Any Drycleaner.

NEW ARRIVALS
ill!
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Sugar Cube moves next month

POUCEBEAT
Oct. 1
6:52a.m. -Someone from Hester Hall called for assislanu:
in catching a male who had stayed overnight with hi~
girlfriend and would not stop when the security guard asked
to see his student identification card.

By PAMELA R. DIX
_O
_N_ _
Reporter

The Sugar Cube will move to
the old information booth on
the second floor of the Curris
Center after renovations are
completed in late November.
William Benritet, director of
food services, said many
reasons brought about the upcoming changes.
"The building has an ideal
location," Benriter said. "We
will be able to provide more products to the students. Students
will be able to walk in and get
mall-like service."
Benriter said the new facility
1will carry homemade cookies,
1muffins, fudge, milk and coffee.
In addition, it will sell soft' serve ice cream and rolls.
• Other goods, such as the hard
· serve ice cream and the 5- and
• 10-cent candies will not be
, offered.
: The goods will be displayed in
: wicker baskets so that students
may see them before they enter
: the store.
: Benriter said that the old
: Sugar Cube may be converted
: during the spring semester into
a mini-mart where students
: could buy such items as bread
: and other perishable foods.
' "I appreciate the students'
: patience; we have had many
: construction delays," Benriter
: said. "I hope the students will
, enjoy the new facilities."
'
'I
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Oct. 2

4:11p.m.- A Richmond Hall resident reported that money
bad been stolen from his room, and he had seen two males
leaving the roorn.
12:50 p.m. - A Hart Hall resident called to report t.hat he
was receiving prank phone calls. He was advised to go to
public safety in the morning.

Oct. 3
5:29 p.m. - A student at the Curris Center reported that
three or four male students were drinking and entered the
building from Cutchin Field. Public safety reported ll1at
there were about 200 people at Cutchin field, but they would
look for any suspicious people.
Oct. 4

1:48 p.m. - A maroon truck was reported on the bridge
over Chestnut Street. The occupants claimed to be moving
equipment for the University. Public safety issued theru a
warning.

l

Oct.

!

Photo by TRENT REDMOND
Suzanne Steele, a junior marketing and fashion major from Springville, Tenn., buys a cookie from
a Sugar Cube worker. The Sugar Cube Is one of the more popular eateries for students constantly
on the go or those who want to satisfy their sweet tooth. The snack shop will be moving to the old
Inf ormation Desk next month.

s

10:50 p.m. - A College Court resident reported several
brown spiders in her apartment. She reportedly was rather
upset that housing had not taken care of the situation. David
Blackburn was notified and said he would talk to her about
it.
Midnight- A College Court resident reported his 10-speed
bike stolen.
Oct. 6

I

1:15 a.m.- A White Hall security guard reported a VJl:iJting
male who was causing a problem and would not give rus correct name.

~ACTIVITY

'

:Continued from Page 1

plays and musicals to entice
students to attend the plays.
Usher said she believes that
the student actors and producers work hard to prepare for
a show, but then their efforts go
unnoticed because attendance
•is low.
"We just want people to have
a chance to see shows," Usher
said.
Many students must attend
plays or musicals for credit in
various general education
classes, Usher said.

The student activity fee does
cover admission to sporting
events, such as football and
basketball games, but the
students want the fee to cover
other events on campus.
"I don't see all aspects of the
campus covered," Usher said.
The students said, however,
they are not trying to take fun·
ding away from the athletics;
they just want all students to
have cultural opportunities.
"A lot of people feel we are
trying to take away from

sports, but we're not," said Patty Gau, a senior speech communication and health major
from Cape Girardeau, Mo.
"I don't want to take away
from sports," Mills said.
Students said they were also
concerned about the student activity fee because they do not
know exactly where the $55 fee
goes and how it is ~:~pent.
.SGA President Bart Schofield
said the senate wil1 form a com·
mittee to explore the issue and
the senate hopes to find a so)u-

tion to the problems.
Last year, a proposal to raise
the student activity fee by $1
was brought before the senate,
but the motion was defeated
Schofield said.
"We're concerned about it,"
he said. "It's an issue t hat
needs to be examined."
Usher said she was pleased
with the results of the meeting.
"1 felt very positive about it,"
she said. "They are concerned
and very informative about the
issue."

1:25 p.m. - Racer football coach Mike Mahoney reported
eight to 10 people playing touch footbalJ on the practice field
and requested t hat an officer ask them to leave. They n1oved
to the intramural field.

Oct. 7

12:26 a.m. - A bull was reported running loose on College
Farm Road. Barry Simmons was notified.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
;April Duma.nski, reporter, from materials available to the
public from the public safety department.

71ie Sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma
wou{tf {i~ to congratufate tne winning
fraternities of our
![ourtli ~nua{o/o{{ey6asli

Ours, Mine, and Ours
Welco~ne Alumni

and

...:.·

0

Mr. Volley - Jeremy Nelson,
PI Kappa Alpha
Events - Lambda Chi Alpha
Spirit - Alpha Gamma Rho

Go Racers

Order Your Mums Early!
Place your orders early!
Bel-Air Center
Murray

'I'fian~~ou for Supporting Our

PfiifantfiropyI

t

See Murray Florist for all your
Homecoming needs

753-0932
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We're looking for seniors who like
working with an kinds of hardware.
Careers in data processing, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Farm.
At State Fam1, we understand the concept of "work:' Believe it or not, we also understand the concept of ''play~,
That's because we don't think you can he really outstanding at the first without having an appreeiation
for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Farm in BloomingtDn could be the ideal place for you.
You'll work for one of the country's most respected companies on the most advanced computer
equipment in the industry. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay and
benefits. You'll make yoW' classmates very envious.
What's more, you'11 also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. That's because Bloomington
isn't just a great place to start a career, it's a great place to live, to enjoy, to start a family (if, indeed, you're
ready to ~iart thinking about that). In addition to the community'S pleasant neighborhoods, inviting park<>,
and other recreational facilities, you'll find two universities that offer a host of cultural and social activities to
take advantage of.
If you're a senior with a matl1, accotmting, data processing,
STAll FARM
or computer science background, come talk to us at your college
placement ofiice. We're looking for people who are motivated and
outgoing. People who enjoy challenges on the job - and away
INSURANCI
from it After all, you're not ju<>t looking for a great job. You're
•
looking for a great way of life.
Uome Olllc:es: Bloonungton, llhnots. An equal opporturuty employer.

State Farm

Insurance

Companies

----------------~
"

.
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Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

BUDGET
Continued from Page 1

hard each year because the cost
of equipment, such as raquetballs, used by professors increases. He said it has been a
while sincC' he has seen an increa~e in the operational
budget.
However, Stewart said, he
docs not put the blame on the
Universitv.
"I kno\~ the University does
the best it can with the money
it has,'' he said.
Even while operat.ional
budgets have not increased,
Paul Bylaska, director of
budgeting, said there ha~ been
a steady increase in salaries for
the faculty during the past
yeru-s.
He said when people talk
about budget shortcomings,
they are not talking about
salaries.
Denton said the Board of
Regents, which must approve
all University budgets, bas put
the emphasis on salaries in·
stead of operational budgets in

I
~·

Friday Oct. 11
"1bt FtntaaUcb.• 8 p.m .•

Johnson lbetter. Admission
$5 tor adults, $4 tor S1u·
deots and senior cltlzans
and group rates. Call762·
4421 or 6797 for reservatlons and lnfonnatlon.

IAIL£ Till, 8a.m., Counseling

and Te&tlng Center, Ordway
Hall. $10 fee. Call762-6851
tor Information.

Occupallo•l Satety and
Hullh C01m. 'Refresher
Hazlrdous Waste Worker,' 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. $225 fee. Call
762-3385 for Information.

order to keep and attract quali·
ty faculty.
"There has to be some
priorities established," he said.
And with 13 accreditation
societies recognizing programs
at Murray State, the priority
lies on the quality of teaching
offered.
"There are no other regional
universities in Kentucky that
have as many accredited programs as Murray," Bylaska
said.
He said with Murray's tuition
costs and the programs offered,
the University is a bargain.
Bylaska quoted the director
for the Council on Higher
Education, Gary Cox, as saying
MtuTay may be one of the bestkept secrets in Kentucky. Cox
backed up his words by sending
his daughter to Murray.
With a $70 million budget,
which also includes housing
and food services. the Universi·
iy spends more than $7,500 per
student.

r~~t~ntay

Oct. 12

'1111 FtntallJcb.• 8 p.m.,
Johnson Theater. Admission
$5 tor mulls, $4 for stUdents
and senior dtlz8ns and group
rata Call762-4421 or6797
for r-.rvatlons and
lnfonnatlon.

''The state is kicking in a lot
of money based on our student
enrollment," Bylaska said.
Because of the large allocations from the state, students
attending Murray pay a
reasonably low price for their
education, he said.
"(The tuition) does not even
cover the costs of putting
teachers in the classrooms," he
said.
Despite an increase in tuition
of nearly 11 percent, Bylaska
said, the Council on Higher
Education tries to keep costs
down so middle-class families
can afford higher education .
Usually tuition increases, if
any are made, are kept around
5 percent. Bylaska said,
though, that every now and
then increases will enter the
double digits.
"It has hit a peak, and we are
going into a valley," be said.
He said, however, Kentucky
is an exception to the norm.
''Revenues are worse in other

~ sunday Oct!j~-e.tcatf. .l....,,10to

11:30 a.m., Cunil Center
meeting I'QOfM. Sponsored by
Bile* Alumni Advtsory
Council. Cal 762.·3737 for
lnfonnltlon.

Ptar Pill, 7 a.m.welgh-ln, p~ at
noon, West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission
$3.

~Mondg~Q~J~.

states than in Kentucky,"
Bylaska said. "Instead of big
cuts we see minimal increases.
"I do not know how much
longer we can dodge that
bullet," he said.
Murray's number may have
finally come up·.
Bylaska said the University
has been swimming against the
tide of cutbacks experienced by
most universities across the
country, receiving $10 million
for a special events arena and
improving funding for student
services, such as the library.
However, with a new formulation plan stifling increases
in state allocations over the
next two years, Bylaska said, it
is likely operational budgets
will not see any increases for a
couple of more years.
As for the University cutting
funding to any department,
Bylaska said, it is too early to
tell if there will be any cuts or
who will receive them.

__ -JIIJiday

Mill.... Habitat for Humanly, 7
p.m., Barkley Room, C11111

Crilr.
........ Parenting group.6:30
p.m., Room 208. Ordwly Hll.
9 week prognm dellgned to
enhlnct c:fllld..plrn
~Cal .Jane

Qct.J~

. . . . flriiAmiR . .IIIl

......... c.,tl..... o.dlnl fDr.ay
"Should Rrlt Al'nelldiMM
Rlgllll 81 UNinlltdT Call
712-4783 for lnfonnlllon.

Oltiiiii. . IIT. . . .

Ea IIIMIM~

1:30. to 9:30a.m. and 3:30 to
4:30p.m., Room 112, Well
Hall.

Btleridge, 782-6851, for
lnformallon.

Student accused
of stealing tickets
Staff Report

A Murray State University student will go before the
University's judiciary board for allegedly taking a public
safety ticket book and writing tickets to himself, said Joe
Green, associate director of public safety.
Adam Gilliam, a freshman journalism major from
Reidland, reportedly came into possession of a ticket book
and allegedly wrote himself tickets allowing himself to park
anywhere on campus.
"A book of 25 parking tickets was stolen," Green said, "and
a couple of them had surfaced on a particular automobile on
campus."
According .to public safety records, Gilliam was seen by a
faculty or staff member, allegedly writing tickets on his car
to park in a blue parking zone across from Faculty Hall at approximately 8:30a.m. last Thursday.
"He was observed doing this," he .s aid, "and our officers got
him."
Green said Gilliam has forfeited his rights to park on canipus and will go before Murray State's judicial board
sometime this semester.
Judicial board, a branch of the Student Government
Association, hears parking appeals cases from students and
decides what action will be taken.
·

~Ocl11

1 .-, ~Ibtet-'"" ~J7_.

...... '&tward Sc:lllomMdL.
C11111 CenW Thlnlr, ~. 7
and 8:30
$1 for the
~ 1.50 forstudenll
.... Rat Card, $2.50 for
olhn It the .-~no lbowL

a... ........... 'Winea

WedneJtt•Y

,.m.

....... Young Democnll, 4
p.m., Cumllertand Room,

CwrtiCenllr.

Calendar,lnfonnatlon
The c:alendar llstiiMIIlts of
geneqt Interest to the UnMir·
llty community. To place your
ldlvly on tflecalendlr, stop by
.,., . , . , Slate NtlwJ office
(111 Wllaon Hill) anctcomptete
a calendar form. Deadlne for
Cllllndar submlalons Is noon
Monday prlor to the Friday Is·

for tile ~·Cunta
Cenllrlbtlar, 7:30 p.m. free
ldrnllllon.

c-t.,.... ot Dkllllnd.·a

p.m., l.CMII Auclloftum.
Admllaloft by Alar Carel or
Murray CMc MUsic Asloclttlon memblrtlllp. Sponsored
by MCMA. Cal753-3257 for
lnfonnlllon end rtMMtlonl..

lUI.

n.tltlurrrySflte,., lilts
...... • II*' allows. T1ltl
,._,Is not .-ponslble for the
Mnts or lntormltlon listed In
this calendar.
782-4488

........ PRSSA. 7 p.m.,

Mlatlalppl Room, CUITII
Cenler.

Maeum &Mift. 'Celebrating a
Proud H«ttage,·Wrather West
Kentucky Museum. Contlnuea
through
18.

oec.

COUPON!

A Pull IJne of Paint, L\.liDber, and Concrete Blocb
for Those Custom Shelf Unitsl

lOo/o OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Cony,
and Special Orders
Bel-Air Shopping
enter
C

759-1390

Store hou,.:

Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m•• 1 , ...
'Saturday I a.m. • 4 p.m.
SUnday 1 p.m. • ·s p.m.

Beth ToDiver
Donna Houston

Cathy Frazier

HAVB A GREAT HOMECOMING!

Heather Martin

For Great Jewelry Values
Come Home to

on making the
Murray State Dance Team
Love,
Your Alpha Gam Sisters

Dixieland Center 759-1141
Monday - Friday Hh.m.-6p.m.

Teeter for Tots

Spoke
and Pedal

sponsored by

All Types of Bikes
Including
BMX- Freestyle,
Hybrids, MountainBikes, Road
Bikes, and Exercisers

LACE Be IVY LTD.
114 South 5th Strut
Mumzy, Kmtucky
753-3225

"On The Court SlfllllTe H
jmturlng
gourmet tm & co/fol

lim home fumilhings
cWsic gift itU:as
..-l!o...&.~ •

Opa Morulay- ~ lOA.K to6 P.M.
M•' nanl • VUo
W•lcoJtN

.
'

'

5flplia Sigma ~{plia

Bicycles

Complete Repair and Service on All Bikes
BelAir Center 753-0388

Jeweler

·~

COUPON!

Brands include
Raleigh, GT, Haro, Nishiki.,
Mongoose

J.T.Lee

Oct. 18 &:
...A

y ~-. Noon

19 ~

- noon

f

~ fA 203 N. 16t!V-St. ,
" ;J:~~r , ~
L\,J/

'111J8tS~ annualloc8J. pliDanthroplc
for ~f"e4Y.. ehll~n of Murray and

! -~~;~owa~-u-~~ty.

r~-~J.)~'~ ---

~

t-:1.) " 1
Help ua.make Christmas brighter In
the eyes of a child.
Few more lnformatlon call 753-6179
l)onetloN JDa.7 be teDt to Brooke RaDee 782-6824
EJiabeth Ball.

)
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Alums help· recruitment
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

a particu larly good job of
recruiting," Herndon said.
"And these are not retirees."
After Kentucky and Tennessee, Florida provides more
students attending Murray
State than any other state.
Another program that will
Donna Herndon
use
alumni to attract students
Director of alumni
is on the drawing boards now,
affairs
, Herndon said.
The Alumni Council wants to
alumni, Whitt said, the Univer- adopt a plan that will waive
sity asks them to go to the fair out-of-state tuition for the
children of alumni.
to represent the University.
The plan is in use at other
" If they are close in the area
(of the fair)," he said, "we try to universities in Kentucky and
has met with some success,
get them to go."
Whitt said the alumni have Herndon said.
seemed honored to help the
"It has been quite successful
University. Rarely, he said, has at Western Kentucky," she
anyone turned down the said.
request.
The plan is ::;till under review,
"It's very successful," he said. Herndon said, and she hopes
Whitt said the benefits for the Board of Regents will pass
Murray have been incredible, it.
since the University's name
''Family ties are really
gets out across the nation.
special in recruitment," she
"A lot of contacts have been said.
made," he said.
Though through the connecMuch success has been made
in the Northeast, especially in tions Munay State has at·
New York and New Jersey, tracted many students from
where many alumni are concen- outside the region, Herndon
said it is the quality of Murtrated, Herndon said.
Good success has also been ray's academic programs that
attest to Murray's successful
achieved in Florida.
recruitment.
''Alumni in F lorida have done

" The alumni
are proud of
what we have
to offer.''

Assistant News Ed1tor

Every year Murray State
University welcomes students
from across the nation. Many
arc attracted by the University's low costs, but it takes
work by Murray State's alumni
to expose the University to the
prospective students.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, said many
students attend Murray State
because they hear of the
Univcr:.ity through a graduate.
' 'Our alumni have contributed significantly to our
recruiting," :she said.
By working at col1ege fairs in
areas to which MuiTay State
cannot send a representative,
Herndon said, alumni help to
increase the visibility of the
University.
"It's just a way of expanding
our reach and visibility," she
· satd.
l Many alumni are brought in·
~ to the recruitment system
! through a program called the
Alumni Network.
Mark Whitt, president of Stu
dent Ambassadors, who works
' with the Student Alumni
~ Association, said Murray is
I often contacted by college fairs
throughout the nation. Using
I an address printout of all recent

I

!
I'

Network
offers
chances
By JENNY WOHLLEB
__
Reponer

A Murray Sta1e University student organization
has help available to
students who need to interact with University
alumni in the job market.
The Student Alumni
Association (SAA> sponsors a project known as
the Blue and Gold Net·
work. The network is
de9igned to help students
interact with alumni
when they are looking for
a job or internship. The
alumni can help students
prepare for job interviews
or give them a place to
stay during the interview.
The program helps •·to
establish a netwo1·k bet·
ween students and alumni," said Rachel Olsen, covice president of SAA's
alumni affairs committee.
More informution is,
available by contacting
the Student Alumni
Association at 3439.

j STICKERS

'lJance 'Ieam!

SENIORS

LAST CHANCE !
M:lke Up Da~ for Senior
Pictures for 'Ibe Shield will be

OCT. 21-23 . -

I

j
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Third Floor, Cunis Center

tI

ing here, a 10 percent penalty
goes on June 1, and that makes
I
the sticker cost $38.50. Then, if
vou fail to rene"•' in June, a 100
pcrcent penally goes on July 1,
and the sticker would be $70,''
Cra~s said. "Now if you are
, issued a warning ticket by the
•. poll ct.' department, those
penalties apply. If you are
issued a warning ticket and
- t~ose tickets come here in _the
ctty clerk's office and you fall to
respond to that, we turn th~se
tickets back pvetl to th~ pohce
de~artment, anll_ !hey rn · turn ...
~nte a letter. say~ng you w~re
ts~ued a warnmg t.tcket and )OU
failed to respond.
''Then if they fail to respond
and come in and purchase a
sticker, at that time those people will be cited into district
court," she said. "Then they
will be required to buy the
I

f

I

sticker at penalty price plus therefore, has had to establish
pay court costs, which can run residency in Murray, is rearound $50."
quired to cay a city sticker.
Crass said the city sticker has
Crass said the reason they renothing to do with students be- quire it of University students
ing allowed to vote.
who work is because the city
"To be able to register to vote, provides security for them.
all you have to do is establish
"The city provides fire protec·
residency, but that's a function tion to all of Murray State
of the county court clerk's of- University and, of course, all
fice," Crass said. "If you're that property up there is tax exregist~red you can vote."
empt, so they pay no property
During the last local option tax or anything to the city,''
vote "wet/dry" issue, there Crass said.
were "intense efforts to con- ._ ~~~ ffla s~ent is working at
vince students not: to vote in the ' " 'Mcodnala~o~· Haroees:·t Crass
wet/dry issue," Crass said. safd, 1 "he might be knocking
?<>me stud~nts were told "that some local person out of
~f they regtstered to. vote, they employment, and, then, if
mdeed had to estabhsh Murray students are involved in an
as their official re.sidence and automobile accident, it is our
t~ey~ould?,ereqwre~tobuya police department that
ctty sticker. Crass srud.
responds to that accident and
Crass said anyone who has fills out the accident report that
registered to vote, and, you have to turn in to your in·

300 MINUTES! ONLY 20$
at

surance company. lf you're injured, it's the Murmy-Calloway
County Hospital ambulance
that the city and county each
put money in lo buy that.
responds and, of course. the
police department does do
security at the University even
though they have theil· own
security.

No Appointment Needed.

"They're just paying a little
bit and if, for example, you
were going to school in Bowling
Green, an earnings tax of about
1 percent or on~ and a h~j;!er·
cent would be taken out of .):vur
check and go directly to the city
of Bowling Green," Crass said
"It's jusL a more accept.able
way of doing it, because you
never see that," .she snid, "and
here it's the dreaded city
sticker that everybody talks
about."

One of today's most popular stars
at his blodcbuster beetl
Ohollt

DIWy (llncing
Road,.,..
NutiiiiCin

...,a-n

-----------------~
Willi 1'BII COUJIOfll

~ 14-:-18

Golden ·Image
TANNING SALON
Acr oss from Sa ve-A-Lot. Grocery
1104 Story

(

753-7455

MU RRAY CABLE
I a Alit SHOI't'ING CENTR
753-5005

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

DOYOUNEEDA
TOTAL IMAGE
MAKEOVER?
What colors bring out the
best in you? Do you know
whether you look best in
warm or cool colors? How
color "seasons" affect your
look?

NO MINIMUM , NO RESERVE

Saturday, Oct. 19-10:30 AM

What's your body shape?

Do you know which
clothes enhance your
figure? Do you know how
to camouflage less flattering features?

Are you good to your skln7

..

Do you know about the
latest scientific breakthroughs in skin care? Do
you wish your skin looked
younger?

Kentucky Highway 94
T-type C-type A-type P-type

Do you feel like you never
hne anythlng to wear?
Would you like to get more
looks from fewer clothes
a nd avoid costly mistakes?

Do you know the two most
common makeup mistakes?
Does your makeup look the
same no matter what you
wear or where you go? Are
you tired of the same old
look?

Do you undentand the art
of accusoiizing7 Do you
know how to individ ualize
your wardrobe with inter·
esting accessories?

Route 6, Box 88, Murray, KY 4207 1
(502) 753·0222

•

• Color Analysis
• Instant Image Makeover
• Skin Care and Cosmetics • Personal Image ProfileO
• Corporate Presentations

·~ ·~)·~~

.......

.

Huge Brick Ranch Home
on 2 l /2 manicured acres
With your personalized redecorating plan, this spacious home
will come alive. 4 bedrooms, 2 1!2 baths, fully equipped coumry
kitchen, family room, formal living room, 2 f~teplaccs, garages,
pool and more. Be a country gentleman and gentlewoman today.

Beau1iConiroLCosmefics

AM ERICA'S PRE M IE R IMA GE COMPAN Y,..

~~~
Curm Center Dance IA:>uf18e

£atnrday, October 1'2, 1991
8:00- 10:30 p.m.
Free .hdiiUion

BEAUTJCONTJlOL HAS
TilE ANSWERS TO
THESE AND ALL YOUR
IMAGE QUESTIONS!

Judy Overby- Image Consultant

.;t ~~ .. ~

8 miles northeast of Murray

ATT ENTION REAL ESTATE AGE NTS: 2% commission for
generating and representing the buyer : call for details.
INFORMATION: Call for free brochure, tenns and other needs.

BUYER'S PREMIUM: 10% added to the high bid.
DON ERLER, Auctioneer. 1-800-662-4255 or (502) 222-9063
Membet' ol the 1\.fil'l~~,

........
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Exposition Center
hosts area events
By TARA JOY DONNER
Reporter

/

/
Photo by DON MCQUISTION

FORE!
Connie Spann, an exercise science major from Murray,
plays miniature golf to help support the efforts of the
American Humanlcs campaign drive for the United Way.
Students played miniature golf Wednesday outside the
Currls Center.

The West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center will be the site of the
Sportsman Pulling Association's annual Pony Pull on
Saturday.
About 75 teams come from
Kentucky, illinois, Missouri,
Mississippi. Tennessee and
Oklahoma to participate in the
championship contest. It draws
a big crowd, said Paul Fennel, a
past president of the
association.
The Expo Center has the
room and the added advantage
of an indoor arena. "It works all
right out there," Fennel said.
The Western Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road
began its fall schedule with the
start of classes.
Mary Kirks, building
manager, said the
100-by-230-foot dirt arena is
open year round, but ifs not
air-conditioned, so no events
are held during the summer. Instea d , KirkR and two
maintenance people take care
of repairs.
·
. The first event of the year is
traditionally the 4-H/FF A
Livestock Show, which was
Sept. 3. However, the
horsemanship classes do use
the arena before then if the
weather is bad, Kirks said.

S.T.A.R.S.

The Rodeo Club and the
Horseman's Club are al~o
regular users of the arena when
weather is bad. The Rodeo Club
practices on Mondays and
Wednesdays and the
Horseman's Club practices on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
The arena, ,.,..hich !:-t!ats 2,745,
also has a variety of other uses.
Bicycle rodeos, motorcycle
races, carnh·als and merchant
shows arc among the events
booked at the Expo Cenlcl',
Kirks said.
Another event, scheduled for
Oct. 29, is the Fall Festival
sponsored by the Mut·ray
elementary schools PTO. Lisa
Faughn, coordinator of the
festival, said the Expo Center
has the room needed for all the
booths. "It's wonderful because
of the spaciousness," she said.
It's the third year the festival
has been held at the Expo
Center, she said.
"The first year they held it nt
the Playhouse in the Park, but
there was not enough room Ot
the 600 students in Murrav's
elementary schools, nbout 4oo
to 500 students attend,'' she
said.
The Expo Center does not
sponsor too many of its own
events for monetary reasom;,
Kirks said.
The one event it docs sponsor
is open riding fo1· people who
own horses. No fee is charged,
and it is open to the public.

PEOPLE
SIXTEEN MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS will
serve as anchors and producers for MSU TV-11 this fall.
"NewsCenter 11" anchors are CHRIS STACEY of
Paducah; MIC HE LLE HAGAN of Louisville; JENNA
NEWTON of South Fulton, Tenn.; and USA NUSSBAUM
of Jackson, Mo. The weather anchor is REID HOWELL of
East Prairie, Mo. MJCHEAL WINN of Mayfield is the sports
director. T IM SMITH of Camden, Tenn., and STEVE
SCHWETMAN of Metropolis, Ill., are sports anchors.
JAMIE CRADY of Eddyvlle is back up a nchor.
Newton and LISHA BRUMBAUGH of St. Peter 's, Mo.,
are producers of the show. EMILY BROWN of Hampton is
planning and news operations manager. TONNYA KENNEDY of Nashvllc, Tenn., is the news director.
"Newsline" anchors are AMY GORDON of Tampa, Fla.,
KRISTJ BAURER of Louisville, ED CHAPMAN of
Mayfield and STACY RUSSELBURG of Clay.
Schwetman also serves as host and producer of "Sports
Overtime." JOHN OSTING of Princeton is associate
produ~r .

GAYNE NERNEY, associate professor of philosophy at Mur-

ray State University, has had three scholarly articles
published since January.
His article titled ''Aristotle and Aquinas on Indignation:
From !'lemesis to Theodicy" appeared in the J a nuary issue of
Faith and Philosophy.
''Homo Notans: Marks, Signs and Imagination in Hobbes's
Conception of Human Nature" was published in the fourth
volume of Hobbes Studies.
His review of "The Causes of Quarrel: Essays on Peace,
War and Thomas Hobbes" appeared in the J une issue of the
lntemational Hobbes Association Newsletter.

...

ANN CARR, a faculty member of the home economics depart:

ment at Munay State University, will be hon ored Friday at a
reception and dinner for her 25 years of teaching.
Gifts of thanks and appreciation are requested to be made
in the form of contributions to the Ann Carr Child Development Scholarship Fund. Checks should be payable to the
MSU Foundation and should include a note that the contribution is for the Ann Carr Child Development
Scholarship.

Sunset Boulevard Music

Students Taking Alcohol Responsibility Seriously

DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7 - CHESTNUT STREET
753-011 3

Behind Papa John's Pizza

Alcohol Awareness Week - Oct. 14-18
Activities:
• Mocktail bar in Rocking Chair Lounge
* Saloon Casino Night in Stables
• Information on Alcohol/ DUI laws presented by local police
• Guest speaker on MSU alcohol policies and awareness
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Getting a job
Career days can offer help
By PATRICIA CASH
&.ssistanl News Editor

Although students come to
::ollege for many reasons, the
Oct. 22
ultimate goal always seems to
Business I Industry
oe to get a good job after
graduation.
Government I Agriculture
Cooperative education and
Feb.4
placement services at Murray
State University sponsors
Summer Job Fair
.
career days each semester so
that students will be more likeFeb.18
ly to achieve that goal.
Business / Industry
Even though the main purGovernment
pose for the career days is to
match students with prospecMarch 18
tive employers, several other
Teacher
Career Day
reasons also prompt the events,
said Ross Meloan, director of
cooperative education and
placement services.
"The career days also let
Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN
undergraduates be exposed to
what they will have to do when
Among the companies
they are seniors prepar ing to scheduled are military
enter the work force," Meloan organizations, Bell South, the
said. "It . may help those who FBI, J.C. Penney and the Pepsiare undecided about a major Cola Bottling Co.
choose one by letting them find
Three career days are
out about salaries, geographic scheduled for the spring
locations and other information semester. Summer Job Fair
about a prospective field. It also helps students find summer
helps the employers by expos- jobs. Another business, ining them to our campus and the dustry, government and
quality of students we have agriculture career day and a
here."
teacher career day are also
Two career days are usually planned.
held each fall. The first is
To determine how successful
health services career day,
career
days are, employers are
which is early in the semester.
given
evaluations
to fill out
A second career day, scheduled
for Oct. 22 this year, is for before leaving the event. Most
business,,:industry and govern· of the evaluations have been
positive, but a persistent proment, and it also includes
blem
has been that not enough
agricult~e, which has been added this •year to help more students attend, Meloan said.
students, Meloan said.
"It is very important for
"We've invited over 3,600 students to show up in large
employers to t his career day numbers so that the employers
and expect 40 to 50 to par- will return the following year,"
ticipate," he said.
he said.

Photo by JAMES LOCKWOOD

AFTERNOON WRECK
This 1988 Pontiac Bonneville, driven by Nancy Rhodes,
Springville, Tenn., was the casualty of a two-car accident

Tuesday at the Intersection of South 15th and Main streets
in front of Sparks Hall.

Food Court now open in Winslow .
"The biggest advantage to
the students is the flexibility of
Staff Writer
A new feature has been added being able to take food out," he
to Winslow Cafeteria to give said. "We've worked hard to
Murray State University make this work, and the
students a variety of foods with students like it."
The goal for the food court
the convienience of fast food.
The food court, which has was to get students back into
been operational for six weeks, Winslow to eat. Since the a la
is made up of different food sta- carte option was abandoned.
tions that are served out of a food services wanted to give the
common area. The idea is students another food option.
Benriter said an average dinmodeled after a food concept
found in malls around the ner in Winslow serves 1,000
people, and most are now chooscountry.
Bill Benriter, director of food ing the food court option over
services, said the concept is the hot food line.
"About 600 students of the
very popular in the food
1,000 are choosing to eat from
industry.
By STEPHANIE LUSH

the food court because they
have the option to take their
food out," Bem·iter said. "But
many still prefer the hot food
line, so we have been working
hard to keep up the qualitY
there also."
Even with the positive
response to the food court, there
have been some mechanical
problems. Benriter said the big·
gest problem has been that
each student must choose one
option - either the food court or
the hot food line.
"They have to make a choice
to go through the hot food line
or the food cowt, because they
can't go through both," he said.

Another problem is that
students can get only one serving from the food court,
whereas the hot foo<fline is an
all-you-can-eat option.
"You only get one serving
because we spend money not
only for the food but also for the
paper and (plastic foam) con·
tainers the food is served in,"
Benriter said.
Lee Lingo, a sophomore from
Louisville, said the food court is
a good idea but needs more
selections.
"It is better than the hot food
line at Winslow," he said, "but
they need more variety."
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CENTER
Continued from Page 1

to be solicited or have already by Oct. 1 in gifts and pledges.
Moore ~aid the goal for the
given will be eliminated from
phonathon is $400.000 in
the calling lists.
Alumni will be asked to give pledges, with half of it in cash
a gift · of $500 for a com by Dec. 31. The remaining
memorative chair-back $250,000 needed for the $2
nameplate. The center is plann- million will be generated from
ed to have 7,500 chair-back other sources.
Ward said in addition to the
seats for regional concerts, exphonathon, all the bank::; and
hibits and meetings.
"This facility will help the manufacturing industries in
region with economic develop· western Kentucky and the
ment and tourism because we region will be contacted for
can have small trade shows and donations, and selected major
exhibits. It will attract other gift solicitations are being
types of entertainment for the · made.
Because the MSU Board of
people of the area," he said.
hag made the regional
Regents
Of the $2 million needed by
special
events center the
Dec. 31, $1,350,000 was raised

University's No. 1 fund-raising
project, the annual department:~! ;wndPmic nhnnAthnn" h<~w>
all been moved to the spring.
"We usually do lhree colleges
in the spring and three in the
fall. but we'll do all six in the
spring this yea•·," he said.
"This will be the first time
MSU will officially approach its
alumni at the same time for a
capital need - the special
e,·ents center - and an annual
need - academics."
Moore Raid hnving two fund
raisers is not uncommon at to
dnv's universities.
\Vurd agreed, saying thnt for
years here at MSU multiple·

DESERT STORM

ALCOHOL

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

anything to do," he said. "We
Overt Ame1·ican patriotism
just sat around and didn't do was more like a show, he said.
anything and waited for a "It was like they were trying to
(ground) war to start that only make up for the Vietnam War,''
lasted three days."
Campbell sa1d. " It wasn't as big
When the grou nd war began or as exciting as they tried to
and his unit entered Iraq, make it."
Campbell said, he feared for his
~s for the students who prolife because the Iraqis had set tested the war, Campbell said
up several long-range missiles. he just shrugged them off.
When he returned to the
"There was so little said
United States on June 3, he about them," he said. "They
said he was not only glad to be didn't make much of an
home but also relieved.
impact."
He said he does not know why
Desert Storm was worth dropAmericans made a "big deal'' of
ping
classes and going to Saudi
Desert Storm, though.
Arabia,
Campbell said.
"We we1·e there. We did what
And, he said, the war had its
we had to do," he said.
"The Americans overdid it, better moments.
but the support was great. They
"Americans finally looked
tried to make us into great war like they were back together for
heroes," he said.
once instead of being against
"It wasn't Vietnam," he said. each other all the time," he
said.
"Those guys fought a war."

Scott Harris, Hart Hall dire('·
tor and chairman of the RHA
committee, said RHA has
always participated, but never
as heavily as it will this year.
The RHA program, which
will be in the residence halls,
will last about an hour.
Students should watch their
bulletin boards for times, Harris said.
The first 30 minutes of the
program will he on the
statistics and myths about
alcohol, he said. Students will
also be told the dos and don'ts of
handling a drunken person.
The last half of the program
will consist of a Family Feudtype game and alcohol trivia.
Harris said many interesting
amazing facts were found, such
as how little alcohol it take:-> to
intoxicate a person.
Some statistics, accordinli! to

fund drives have evolved as
departments and colleges and
fraternities and sororities raise
money for special needs.
Some department chainnen,
however, are concerned that
this effort may weaken the funding for their programs.
Jerry Mays, chairman of the
department of speech com·
munications and theater, said
he hopes the special events
center campaign will not affect
his programs.
"My concern centers around
the a p parent shi ft from
academic priorities to nonacadem ic priorities," Mays

•

C:'>:rl

the American College Health
Association. show that alcohol
is involved in "about two-thirds
of all violent behavior, almost
half of all physical injuries,
about one-third of all emotional
difficulties among students and
just under 30 percent of all
academic problems."
Capt. Carl Martin of public
safety said 13 of t he incidents
on campus last spring definite·
ly involved alcohol. This
semester there have been two.
More cases that involved
alcohol could exist that public
safety was not aware of, he
said.
Among the 13 incidents last
semester there were five DUis,
two terroristic threats, one
assault, one indecent exposure,
and other incidents. The two
this fall were for criminal
mischief and assault.

Photo by JENNIFER JENKINS

SHARING CULTURES
At the International Student Bazaar Wednesday Jong-Eul
Jeung, In white, and Wan Han, In black , both of Korea,
demonstrated martial arts to students.
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Sororities proud of mascots
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

Sorority mascots at Murray
State University not only help
members show their loyalty to
their organization but also
serve to express each sorority's
personality.
Sigma Sigma Sigma adopted
the sailboat as its symbol in
honor of its national philanthropy, the Robbie Page
Memorial for terminally ill
children, said Debbie Quilhot,
special events chairwoman for
the sorority.
"Robbie was the son of one of
our national presidents, Mary
Page, and he had polio. So we
adopted that philanthropy, and
the sailboat became our symbol
because it was Robbie's favorite
toy," said Quilhot, a junior
advertising mlijor from Peoria,
Dl.
Mascots also come in the form
of a familiar childhood doll, like
Alpha Sigma Alpha's Raggedy
Ann.
Gabrielle Gimenez, happiness
chairwoman for the sorority,
said the Alpha Sig's have a
story about Raggedy Ann in
which she is crying and feels
worthless and unloved because
the new toys are making fun of

her. The storekeeper tells Raggedy Ann that once the
newness wears off, the toys will
see that she's not worthless
because what counts is what is
on the ipside.
"Raggedy Ann reminds me
that, no matter what, people
are going to like me for what's
inside because that's what really counts," said Gimenez, a
senior speech and communication disorders major from
Carterville, Til.
Alpha Omicron Pi's mascot is
the panda bear.
"Our founders selected the
panda bear because it was
strong and courageous, yet soft
and cuddly," said Kathy
Blackburn, a junior political
science major from Camden,
Tenn.
Blackburn, recording
secretary for Alpha Omicron Pi,
said some girls like the panda
just to carry around for comfort.
More fierce and ferocious
than the cuddly panda bear is
the Alpha Delta Pi mascot the lion.
Leisa Capo, president of the
sorority, said the founders
chose the lion to represent
strength, courage and power.
"We use the lion as a theme

in our chapter room and on our
ADPi 500 shirts," said Capo, a
senior pyschology major from
Murray.
Capo said the lion theme carries over into other aspects of
the sorority. For example, the
members are divided into different "prides," and each pride
is assigned a task.
On the more sedate side of
animal mascots is the squirrel,
Alpha Gamma Delta's mascot.
Stephanie Richardson, recording secretary, said one of the
reasons Alpha Gamma Delta
chose the squirrel as its mascot
is because it worked well with
the sorority colors - red, buff
and green - which are fall
colors.
" The squirrel represents
energy, alertness and progress," said Richardson, a
senior marketing major from
Louisville.
Waddling around campus is
one of the newest official
mascots, the Theta Chi Delta
penguin.
"We wanted a mascot that
would represent sophisticaqon
and style, so we chose the
penguin," said Dee McGregor,
social chairwoman of the
sorority.

McGregor, a senior accounting major from Symsonia, said
the sorority tries to incorporate
the penguin as much as
possible.
"We use the penguin as a part
of the theme for our annual Fall
Chillout dance," she said.
An unofficial sorority animal
mascot is the elephant of Delta
Sigma Theta. Roslyn White,
secretary/treasurer for the
sorority, said even though the
elephant is an unofficial
mascot, he is well known as being associated with the
sorority.
"One of our 22 founders loved
collecting elephants, and that
tradition passed through the
chapter," said White, a senior
business education major from
Hopkinsville.
Another sorority without an
official mascot is Alpha Kappa
Alpha. Naretha Timberlake,
president of the sorority, said
even though the sorority does
not have an official mascot, it
does have a symbol that means
a great deal to members.
"The ivy is our symbol and it
represents strength and en·
durance," said Timberlake, a
senior public relations major
from Hopkinsville.

Sphinx, bull among frat symbols
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

Unlike many of the sorority members on
campus, you won't see fraternity membel:a.
carrying around warm, cuddly stuffed
animals that represent their mascots.
Only a few of; the fraternities on campus
have mascots, and most of those mascots
are official ones that have been adopted
over the years.
llitiert CiDi_ey
.......~pres
_,..:;.. ident Of Alplia Phi
Alpha, said the official mascot of the fraternity is the Sphinx.
"Only members know the significance of
the Sphinx," Cathey said. "The Sphinx is
incorporated in everything we do."
Another official mascot is the Sigma Tau
. Gamma bull.
Jamie Fulcher, president of the fraternity, said although he could not reveal the
meaning of the bull, it did refer to ancient
symbolism.
"We incorporate the bull in our T-shirts,
and our fraternity drink is the raging
bull,'' said Fulcher, a junior art ~or from
Henderson.
A recently adopted mascot is the balanced man of Sigma Phi Epsilon. Jim King,
president of the fraternity, said the balanced man has been officially adopted by
Sigma Phi Epsilon nationwide.
"The logo is a sphere with the profile of a
man inside, and around the sphere are
Greek letters that translate into 'Spirit of
Health/Body of Health' " said King, a
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You KNOW...

A poll of 3.144 adults nationwide revealed the
following:

40o/o sleep in the nude.
26% have sex once a week.
48o/o look through friends' medicine cabinets. llliJ
60% have used a restroom meant for the opposite sex.
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Source: USA 'tODAY
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senior advertising major from Metropolis, fact, its mascot seems to be in a class of its
Dl.
own. The fraternity's mascot is the playboy
Unofficially, the local chapter of Sigma bunny.
Phi Epsilon uses the buffalo as a mascot.
"The playboy bunny is the unofficial
Adam Gilliam, a member of Delta Sigma mascot of all the chapters," said James
Phi, said his fraternity doesn't have a ~arrar, president of the fraternity. "The
mascot, but its symbol is the Sphinx.
bunny represents an image we have gotten
"The Sphinx represents knowledge," from the general public (as playboys)."
said Gilliam. a freshmanjournaliam major
Farrar, a senior from St. Louis, Mo., said
from Reidland.
-..,-,_the fraternity tries to live up to that image
Sigma Cru,a &a~rnity mascot is the Old by dressing appropriately.
Tony Wade, president of Lambda Chi
Gray Owl.
"The owl really has no meaning or Alpha, said the fraternity does not have an
significance," said Jason Hawkins, a junior official mascot.
Wade, a senior fmance major from Murfmance major from Dixon.
Tim Carroll, president of Pi Kappa Alpha ray, said the mascot was derived from the
fraternity, said the fraternity's unofficial fraternity's nickname, the lamb chops.
Kappa Alpha fraternity is another fratermascot is a fire truck. Carroll, a senior premed major from Frankfort, said the Pikes nity without a mascot, but people often
associate the rebel flag with the K.As.
also use the dalmation.
Carroll said the fraternity uses the fire
"We do not have an official mascot
truck and the dalmation on its shirts.
because we felt they weren't important,
The local chapter of Alpha Tau Omega but many people associate Kappa Alpha
adopted the frog about five years ago as one with the rebel flag, although it has no
of their unofficial mascots.
significance," said Allen Combs, president.
"The frog is significant between the
Combs, a junior accounting major from
brothers of the fraternity,'' said Tom Madisonville, said the national organiza.
Davis, president of ATO.
tion said local chapters could no longer
Davis, a senior ~pational safety and display rebel flags publicly.
health engineering major from MadisonCraig Little, president of Alpha Gamma
ville, said the fraternity members derived Rho, said the fraternity does not have a
the idea for their annual frog hop from mascot.
their mascot.
Paul Hetrick, president of Sigma Pi, said
The unofficial mascot of Kappa Alpha Psi
hie fraternity is not associated with an ofdoes not have a rough and tough image. In ficial mascot either.
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Reigning beauties

One of five finalists will become the 1991
Homecoming queen at a pre.game ceremony
Saturday afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The finalists, chosen from 41 candidates
nominated by campus organizations, are Usha
Brumbaugh, a senior from St. Peters, Mo.;
Tiffany Cooper, a senior from Louisville; Donna
Jo Edwards, a senior from Sebree; Valarie
Kirt<sey, a senior from Fayetteville, Ar1<.; and
Monica Major, a junior from Slaughters.
Story on Page 2b

Week of •optimism•
The social fraternity Alpha Phi Alpha
wraps up Its annual Alpha Week with
the theme of 'Optimism,' today and Sat·
urday.
The event, which began Monday,
incfuded activities such as an Ebony
and Ivory Showcase Tuesday and a
Gong Show Thursday.
Upcoming events Include free bowl·
ing in the Curris Center game room
tonight from 7 untll1 0. A Homecoming
party has been scheduled for Saturday
at the National Guard Armory on High·
way 121. Admleslon Is $3 and shuttle
service will be provided.
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Five compete for crown
This year's Homecoming
queen will be crowned before
the kick off of the 1991 "StarSpangled Homecoming" game
Saturday against the University of Tennessee at Martin.
The queen was selected by
Murray State University
st udents during elections
Thursday. Allison Cart,
University Center Board
Homecoming chairwoman, said
every organization had the opportunity to nominate someone.
"Each girl is interviewed by a
panel that includes some football players, last year's
Homecoming queen and faculty," she said.
This year, 46 candidates were
interviewed on a variety of subjects focusing on Murray State
University, Homecoming and
the football ' team.
"All the questions have to do
with Homecoming and MSU,
not current events or other subjects," Carr said.
The panel looks for women
with a good grade point
average, communication skills,
self-confidence and a good appearance, she said.
"They represent MSU in the
Mountain Laurel Festival
Pageant in May, so they must
be well-rounded people," Carr
said.

and the Student Alumni
Assocation.
She was a summer orientation counselor and an extended
freshman orientation
counselor, a Dunker's Darling
and the recipient of the MSU
Robert Alsup Memorial
Scholarship.
In her free time, she enjoys
singing and working with
children.
Major, a business administration major, is sponsored by
Sigma Chi fraternity.
She is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, for which
she is assistant treasurer. She
was also chosen Ideal Pledge
and received the award for
highest grade point average.
Major is also a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta freshman
honor society, a member of
Gamma Beta Phi and the recipient of the James L. Hurley
Memorial Scholarship.
She was a participant in the
Miss Kentucky USA contest
and the winner of a modeling
scholarship to the Beau
Madame Modeling Agency.
Her hobbies include
volleyball, water sports, collecting miniature shoes and being
with friends.
Cooper is a theater/dance major and is sponsored by the
Minority Advisory Council.
She teaches aerobics and
social dance and is a member of
the MSU Dance Company,

The five candidates this year
are Valarie Kirksey, a senior
from Slauters; Lisha Brumbaugh, a senior from St. Peters,
Mo; Tiffany Cooper, a senior
from Louisville; and Donna Jo
Edwards, a senior from Sebree.
Kirksey is a business administration major and is sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
sorority.
She is the president of the Eta
Upsilon chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta, which has allowed her to
get involved in many activities,
such as annual talent shows to
benefit the local Needline and
Black History awareness
programs.
She is also a participant in
the Big Brother-Big Sister program and an active member of
the Minority Student Affairs
Mentor Program. Her interests
include traveling, meeting new
people and experiencing new
cultures.
Edwards, an elementary
education major, is sponsored
by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
She is a Pi Kappa Alpha Rush
Girl and a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority, for
which she serves as house
chairwoman. She has also been
standard's chairwoman.
She is a member of Gamma
Beta Phi academic honor society, Kappa Delta Pi education
honor society, Order of Omega

u ~'>y INFORMATION SERVICES
One of these five Murray State University students Will be crowned Homecommg Queen Saturday
during pre-game ceremonies at 2 p .m. Finalists are (front, hom left) Monica Major of Slaughters:
Donna Jo Edwards of Sebree; Llsha Brumbaugh of St. Peters, Mo : (back from left) TlHany
Cooper of Louisville; and Valarie Kirksey of Fayetteville, Ark.

Tt·aveling Roadshow a nd the
Sock-n-Buskin Theater Club.
During the summe1·, she
travels to professional t heater
and dance companies.
Brumbaugh, a broadcast joUI'·
nalism major, is sponsored by
Elizabeth Hall.
She is actively invoh·ed with
MSU TV-11, where she has

Hair-color
stereotyping not accurate
.
ditzy because she is blonde and often tends
to act that way."
Lori Tucker, a senior business administration major from Owensboro, said
blondes do tend to take advantage of the attention they get.
"It is bad because there are some blondes
who are truly intelligent," she said, "but
an employer tends to look at the body and
not the mind."
Jody Rodgers, a sophomore speech
pathology major from Metropolis, Ill., said
some of tlie smartest people she knows are
blondesrand she doesn't think stereotyping
them as ditzy or as airheads is accurate.
"People shouldn't stereotype other peo-

By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Is it really true blondes have more fun
and redheads are more passionate?
Murray State University students don't
seem to think so. In fact, many students
have said that stereotyping people by their
hair color is not fair.
Leigh Tracy, a freshman from Paducah,
said she tries not to stereotype people at
all.
"Some people say blondes are ditzy. I try
l"Xfot to think of it that w&.Y," she said.
'
"Tilere.. is a blonde friend .of mine who
likes to take advantage of that though,"
she said. "It's like she knows she is labeled

heeu a J't>po•·u•r, WJ Jt~r•• p<,rt
anchor, eo}()) t:om nC'nlotor,
assi~t.nnt 1>1 oducot and. 1> o
ducer. She is alt,o u m"ml.., •I
Alpha Si~mn Alpha
I 1 t)
whert> she served n p rd e
class president und a. •. t n.t
pledge clnss t ril i nc·r 1 i .1
member of Alpha Ep lion Kh 1
national broadcustm~ o 1 • y

h 1 · m tlt tlw dcnn 11 t · tnd j,..
L 101hd 1 ht Alphn h tt.l ...

AROUND CAMPUS

ple. It's like telling people not. t.o do
something, but then they do it a nyway,"
she said
Ken Shepard, a senior radioflelevision
major from Charleston, S.C. , said he thinks
there is a definite difference between the
attitudes of blondes and brunettes

Free lunches scheduled
T he em \'Uo..; it '\1 ( Ill
fre(l chili lunch nt 1
The Wesh- ~ h v nJ 1
noon Satm d.J):
s ,>okcsmC'n I )r Ol th
attend.

"I have always thought of blondes as being more adventurous in spi rit than
brunettes," he said.
·
"Brunettes tend to hold back more; they
are more cautiou:;, while rec,Jbead~ ..-ell,
they just explode at. everythiqg:" he srtid.
"Every redhead I have ever corne into
contact with has a short fuse ," Tucker said.
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Pink Ice

Evaluation, therapy offered

s$591owu
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BUITJI wldle -'ectftm Is at Us peak!

By KRISTIE HELMS
campus Life Editor

College can be one of the most
stressful parts of a person's life.
Dealing with new relationships, finishing assignments
and even finding time to do
laundry can put a strain on
almost anyone.
One of the places that
students at Murray State
University can turn to when it
all seems too much is the
Psychology Center on the
fourth floor of Wells Hall.
The center is designed to provide psychological services to
the University and the community through psychological
evaluations and therapy. It also
serves as a training center for
graduate students in the
clinical pyschology program,
said Tom Muehleman, director
of the center.
"We see people with a wide
range of problems in acljusting
to college living," he said. "We
deal with things like depression, anxiety and problems
with confidence in themselves."
The center, which is a part of
the psychology department, has
been operating for mor e than
20 years, be said. In order to
receive treatment at the center,
all a student has to do is to walk
in.
''Typically, a person could be
seen then - when they first
walk in - or they could set up
an appointment,'' Muehleman
said. "Someone's on call virtually every hour that we're
open."
The student would then meet
with a clinician and have an opportunity to talk about his pro·
blem or problems, he said.
"People come with problems
that they've had for a long
time," he said, "like problems
with relationships or feelings
about themselves."
During the semester,
each
clinician sees about five or six
clients at any one time,
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*Inspect Coolant System
• Aush Radiator
* Replace Up To 2 Gallons
Anti-Freeze
* Check Belts

Car ServiCe
Rotation & Balance

Rota1e M Feu Tlras
Computer Balance AJI Four Wheels
Coupon requited
Pleue Call For Appolataseat

Muebleman said.
The center has added someone new this semester to
help supervise the graduate
students who serve as the
center's therapists.
Fred Walborn, a visiting
assistant professor, worked in
Louisville at a private practice
and served as the clinical director of an agency before coming
to Murray State.
Since people are generally the
same from place to place,
Walborn said, there isn't much
difference between his
Louisville practice and what he
is doing here.
"You see people with the
same types of problems,"
Walborn said. "But it is different in that this is a training
center and it's nice to work

with people who are learning a
craft."
Some of the problems
Walborn hears from students at
the center include eating
disorders and relationship problems with either a spouse or a
roommate.
"People think that they have
to be going through something
terrible to get therapy," he
said. "A lot of people believe
you have to be flunking classes
or something severe to come see
a therapist, and that just isn't
true."
The lifestyle of a college student is itself stressful, he said.
"College is one of the most
stressful times in life and people should feel free to take advant age of the services t hat we
offer here," Walborn said.

Expire• 10-30.81

1406 Main St., Murray

Fred Walborn , an assistant professor In clinical psychology, and Melissa Starks, a graduate stu·
dent In clinical psychology from Jonesboro, Ark., help people at the Psychology Center. The
Center Is designed to service students and the community.

Sometimes just talking about
a problem can be helpful,
Muehleman said.
"College is an opportunity to
enhance one's growing, but
there's so much going on at this
point in life that it can be over·
whelming," he said. t'And having someone to help clarify and
think about your problems with
can be a real help in getting
things put in perspective."
Although the therapists do
not usually offer advice on solving a problem, they do help
clients figure the problem out
on their own, Walborn said.
"One of the goals of therapy is
that the therapist will be there
as a guide to help them find
direction back in their life," he
said.
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urray-Callaway County Hospital tn Murray,
Kentucky has a career -and an education waiting for you. Being a registered nurse at our hospital
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our expense.
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Choose tattoo carefully
By AlYSSA HARVEY
Assistant Campus Ufe Editor

They can be big or small, pret·
ty or ugly, colorful or not. In
any form, tattoos are becoming
popular as body art.
Some tattoos can also be
dangerous. Murray der ·
matologist John Bright said
people should be careful when
selecting a tattoo artist.
"I think that most tattoo ar·
tists take great precautions,"
Bright said. "However, there
are a lot of amateurs.
"I would not recommend that
anybody get a tattoo unless it is
in a state-regulated facility,"
he said.
Some of the complications
people can encount~r when get·
ting a tattoo include hepatitis,
AIDS, hypertrophic or keloid
scars, infection, inflammation
and ulceration of the tattoo site
and allergies to the dyes.
Bright said the most frequent
allergies are to yellow and red
dyes.
Scars also cause a problem, he
said. The only way a permanent
tattoo can be removed is by
destruction of the skin, Bright
said. Methods of removal in·
elude acids, electrosurgery, cut·
ting and sewing, skin graphs
and burning.
Bright said the skill of the
tattoo artist does not determine
whether any scars will result.
"There is no way to predict
who will have scars,'' he said.
"There is no satisfactory way of

•

removing them without leaving
a scar."
Bright said when he was in
the Navy he saw as many as 10
people a week who had complications resulting from tat·
toos, but he does not see as
many in Murray.
Some Murray State Universi·
ty students believe tattoos are a
great way to express
themselves.
Christi Eldridge, a freshman
pre-veterinarian major from
Murray, has a wizard tattooed
on her left leg.
"My brother had some," she
said, "and I thought they were
interesting, so I got one. It was
the cool thing to do."
Eldridge said her tattoo cost
$15. She said she was not afraid
of getting a disease from the
needle because she watched the
tattoo artist clean his tattoo
gun.
Although she felt no pain and
suffered no complications, she
said, she has gotten some
strange comments.
"You get stereotyped a lot,"
Eldridge said. "People believe
you must be a biker babe or a
sleaze. Just because people
have tattoos, that does not
make them a lower class of
people."
Lori Leslie, a sophomore
social work major from
Chandler, Ind., said she got a
rose tattooed on her chest five
months ago and two intertwined symbols for females tattooed

on her upper left arm a month
ago. She also plans to get tat·
toos of a fairy woman and a
Madonna.
"I'd always wanted one.
When I turned 18, I decided to
get one. It symbolizes certain
aspects of my personality and
who 1 am." she said.
Leslie's rose, which was done
in Jackson, Tenn., cost $45. Her
intertwined symbols, which
when done in Henderson, cost
$20. She said she has not had
any problems with either tattoo
because the tattoo artist
sterilized the needle.

"'lb.e Su..u...,,
~(R)

Although Leslie believes tat·
toos are a good form of body art,
she said she would caution so·
meone about getting one.

''Ricochet''

"I would caution people to get
one where it won't be seen
because it is difficult to get jobs
if they can be seen," she said.
Doug Lawson, a junior
agriculture business major
from Chalmers, Ind., said he
has his fraternity letters encircled by the words "Bonded
by Brotherhood" and a pink
rose, which is Alpha Gamma
Rho's flower, tattooed on his
hip.
He said he decided to get a
tattoo when some of his fraternity brothers visited Southern
Illinois University and got
theirs. He got his tattoo at Fort
Campbell almost three months
ago; it cost $35.
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Students sport unusual earrings Off-campus living
By TARA JOY DONNER
Staff Writer

Earrings come in every color,
size and shape imaginable.
They have bows with crystals,
actual puzzle pieces, tennisball-size hoops and dangles that
hang down to the shoulders.
"Earrings get more unusual
with each season," said Eva
Hale, manager of K-Mart's
jewelry department.
Some earrings sport different
bright colors in one earring,
such as purple, red, pink and
green.
Earrings, however, aren't
marketed exclusively toward
women anymore. Males buy
dangling or unisex earrings,
the latter of which tend to be
more conservative than
women's earrings, Hale said.
Sir\iin Anderson, a fresh~n
nursing major from Flonda,
said he had a long-time wish
fulfilled three weeks ago when
he had his left ear pierced. He
said he mostly wears a small

not all fun, games

diamond stud or a small hoop.
Another place to buy costume
earrings is Fashion Bug. Gayla
Hollins, sales clerk, said most
of the store's customers are
females 18 to 35 years old who
are career minded.
Most customers are women
trying to match earrings to the
outfits they buy, she said, but a
few males do come in to buy
earrings.
Sussann Egbert, a sophomore
accounting major from
Princeton, said she doesn't like
gaudy earrings. She sticks to
studs and, sometimes, dangling
hoops.
"If it goes with the outfit,"
she said, "I'll wear it."
Bess Flint, a junior nursing
major from New Jersey, has ac·
quired about 50 pairs of earrings since she got her ears
pierced in the seventh grade.
"I don't go outrageous,'' she
said, "but I don't wear studs all
the time."

Photo by JOHN BERNING
Earrings come In every color, size and shape Imaginable. Area
merchants aald earrings get more unusual with each season.

Class offers broadcasting hobby
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Murray State students can
talk to people in other countries
without using a telephone.
William Call, assistant profe s so r of engineering
technology at Murray State, offers an introductory amateur
radio course so students can
earn a ham radio license.
"Using a ham radio is a kind
of hobby as well as a technical
experience," Call said. "It is a
service to the community in
case of an emergency."
The free non-credit course,
which began Tuesday, meets
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Tuesday
in Room 237 of the Industry
and Technology Building.
Although the class has
already begun, students may
still register by contacting Call.
If students are interested,
another introductory session
will be offered.

Call has taught the course
every fall for the past 15 years.
"I have had a pretty good
response to the class. Every
year I have at least nine
students. Now more students
are interested because it is
possible to get a license without
learning Morse code," Call
said.
Two divisions are offered in
the amateur radio course: a
traditional novice class and the
new codeless technician class.
"The codeless technician
class allows students to operate
using voice instead of Morse
code. However, the range is
very short. A person wanting to
communicate internationally
needs to obtain a higher
license," Call said.
No code test exists in the
codeless class. It does include,
however, a more difficult written test that students must
take to obtain a license.

Sanders said students are
as responsible as her other
Some students have left tenants.
"Generally speaking,
the chaos of the residence
students
are as responsible
halls for the tranquility of
for
paying
thtlir rent and beapartments only to find more
ing non-destructive as older
trouble.
April Grace, a sophomore adults.'' she said.
That does not mean there
child development major
from Franklin, said she mov· are not any problems.
ed back into the residence Sanders said she does have
halls because apartment life some problems with
was not all she thought it littering.
. "I would like for tenants to
would be.
"It was very expensive and pick up trash, ·• she said.
She said that students
stressful," she said.
In addition to paying have too many visitors,
utilities and deposits, some make too much noise and
students are having pro· contribute to parking
blems with their landlords problems.
and what their rights are as
Sanders said another protenants.
blem is that some students
Grace said that even do not understand why she
though her landlord was nice keeps money on a deposit for
and fixed broken appliances, cleaning. Sanders said it is
he was not perfect.
because students sometimes
"The landlord was very do not leave the apartments
picky," she said.
clean when they move out.
She said the landlord
"I take pride in my properwould question her visitors ty," she said. "I feel I'm
often to make sure that there quite fair."
was not anyone living in the
Attorney Ronald M .
apartment without paying.
Christopher
of Murray said
The biggest problem Grace
the
best
way
to determine
said she had with her
who
is
responsible
for what
landlord concerned the lawn.
is
to
have
a
lease.
"He wouldn't mow the
"Spell it out in the lease. If
lawn," she said. "Some
landlords mow lawns. He there is no lease, the responsaid he'd take it out of our sibility goes to the tenant,"
deposit if we didn't. And we he said.
Grace said that her lease
didn't have a mower.''
To avoid paying out of did not mention anything
their deposit, Grace and her about who was supposed to
roommate mowed the lawn take care of the lawn.
with a weedeater.
Sanders said that she tells
But Grace said apartment her tenants up front that she
life was not all bad.
is responsible for all yard
"It was rewarding having work, plumbing, appliances
something of your own," she and repairs. Sanders said
said.
her lease addresses mostly
Pat Miller Sanders, the tenants' responsibilities,
landlord for Hamlet North such as fire hazards,
Apartments, Stadium View designated parking spaces,
Drive, Murray, said her what can or cannot be hung ·
tenants have generally been on the walls, not altering the
pleased with her.
premises and what happens
"I'm responsive," abe ~id. if the lease is broken.
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE

Reporter

The novice class allows
"A person can spend up in the
students to get a license as soon thousands on a ham radio
as possible, because the Federal depending on what accessories
Communications Commission are purchased," he said.
wants people to develop their
Call teaches the amateur
skills through practice.
radio course as a personal
"However, what a person can interest.
do with this license is limited.
"I became interested in ham
You talk in code, but you can radios during high school. I
use voice on only one band,'' fooled around with it for about
Call said.
three years before I got my
Most students will start out license," he said. "I have
as novices and work their way always been interested in electhrough the other four grades of tronics, and it is fascinating to
licenses, he said.
communicate with someone
People who operate ham thousands of miles away."
radios use various equipment.
Call said that there are about
"Operators can have
anything from a very small 400,000 ham radio operators in
walkie-talkie unit fastened on a the United States and about a
belt to a mobile radio in a car," million in the world.
he said. "For international
"Locally there are about 30
communication, a home opera· active ham radio operators," he
tion tet is used."
said.
Call said that the average
Call encourages people to try
pr~ce lfor an older used ham
radio is between $50 and $100. ham radios.

Li{fian 's 13ritfa{Sliop
~fegance

EXPERIENCE
ENGLAND

in 'Britfa£ ani j'onna{ wear

to dress your dreams...
The finest In bridal gowns by the outstanding designers:
Demetrlos for lllssa
Morl Lee
Mary's
Moonlight

with Murray State Faculty
Summer 1992
MSU faculty w1ll be teaching MSU courses in England next
su mmer. Why not join them for the experience of a lifetime?
See Britain and earn academic credit at the same time.

Courses include ...
or 1-800-622-2063

••. frllald~Jrl •••

• Camille Serre (Art)-- Introduction to Art (ART 121)
• Ronald Cella (English)-- British Heroes and Heroism (HUM 205)
• Jean Lorrah (English) -Literary London (ENG 330)
• Gene Garfield (Political Science) - Government and Politics of
Western Europe (POL 551)

•.• frl~ •••

• Robert Lochte (Journalism and Radio/TV) Educational and Industrial Audio/Video (JRT 536)
Plus more than 35 courses taught by faculty from other universities.
For f'lfonnadon, contact: Dr. Ron Cella - 762-4532
Dr. Guy Hunt - 762-4518

Cooperai:ive Centerfor Study in Britain
•

"
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Brown exhibits work
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN

MILITARY EXHIBIT
MSU President Ronald J. Kurth's military uniform Is among
several armed services uniforms on display at Wrather
West Kentucky Museum In honor of MSU's 'Star-Spangled
Homecoming.'

Hayden Brown, a senior art stu·
dent at Murray State Universi·
ty, likes to use his artistic
talents to create fantasy worlds
that include everything he lives
without in the real world.
Brown recently had his
bachelor's degree exhibit in the
Currie Center Gallery.
The exhibit, titled "Litany,"
opened Sept. 25 and was shown
through Sunday.
Brown's 21-piece exhibit included drawings, eculptures,
metalamithing and printmaking in which he put ordinary objects and in fantasy-world
contexts.
He said art serves the same
purpose as a mirror: both expand -what is otherwise rued.
He uses art, he said, as an instrument to enlarge the human
experience.
For example, Brown takes ordinary objects that are easily
recognized, such as monkey
wrenches and faucets, and uses
them in place of people's faces
in order to give them more than
their everyday meaning. He
said, however, that he can't explain where he gets hia ideas
for his work.

"I'm not sure it's possible to
. answer that. It's just the way I
am," Brown said. "It's just per·
sonal experience and the way
you see things."
Albert Sperath, director of
Murray State's art galleries,
said he thought very highly of
Brown's work.
"He has some ·of the best
drawings I've seen in reference
to Murray State," Sperath said.
"His work is meticulous, well
conceived · and excellently
rendered."
Sperath said Brown plays
with the fantasy world in his
drawings, but he sees very
serious images in them.
"Seriousness is a part of
realizing how much work goes
intO it and gives the final object
a seriousness that can't be
denied," Sperath said.
Brown said he also likes
creating depth and space by including floating objects and
reflections in his work.
''Hayden is legally blind and
talks a lot about living with no
depth. perception," Sperath
said, "so in his drawings he
likes to take that depth he can't
perteive naturaJly."
Brown has a background in
cartooning and includes that

experience in his work.
"I was an editorial cartoonist
for a co~ple of years in
Madisonville,'' Brown said. "It
was a correspondent job."
Brown said that, although he
doesn't like parting with his
art, he has already sold a couple
of his drawings from the
exhibit.
"Mostly I'm concerned with
who I sell it to and if they're
aware of the legal context that
art is done in," Brown said. "I
want to be sure they're not going to vandalize it or do
eomething out of the ordinary
with it."
Although the exhibit was
Brown's first, he bas received
awards for his art in the past.
He won the Jim and Lorraine
Duck Merit Award and the Ginnie Furches Merit Award for
excellence in drawing and
metalsmithing at the annual
Student Art Show sponsored by
the Organization ofMurray Art
Students.
Brown, who will graduate
this fall, said he hopes to get his
master's degree, but he isn't
sure when and where. Until
then, he will continue to create
art pieces as well as illUstrations and newspaper cartoons.

JON
FUTRELL

MCMA admits students free

Staff Writer

By KRISTIE HELMS

COMMENTAllY

Campus Ufe Editor

day, and this sometimes allows
for the performers to work with
students who are studying in
their field," Reichm~th said.

The Murray community is
trying to get college students
interested in the fine arts.
The 8880Ciatjon, made up of
The Murray Civic Music about 600 members, charges
Association sponsors various those who are not students $26
f i n e a rt s performances for an adult membership,
throughout the year and allows Reichmuth said, which helps to
Murray State University fund the performers.
students to attend the events at
Although fewer students atno charge.
tettd the programs than hope,cl
"The facilities that we use are for, the group ia trying to
From • 1987 to 1990, Joel
Silver and his Silver Pictures provided by the University, and become more attractive to the
have reigned over the big- MSU also puts in a budgeted college population, be said.
figure that goes into civic
"We now have a student on
screen urban adventures.
First he produced Richard music," said Roger Reichmuth, our board because we're trying
Donner's Lethal Weapon and its president of the association. to encourage students to attend
even more successful 1989 se- "This way, we are able to allow the performances," he said.
"We thought there should be
quel. Then he produced John students to attend for free."
student
input, and they should
McTiernan's Die Hard and the
Students also benefit from the
Renny Harlin-directed 1990 se- fine arts series in another way, have a voice on the board."
quel, which was, once again, he said.
Melanie Cron. the board's
more successful than t he
student representative, helps to
"When
the
performers
come
original.
publicize the performances to
All of those films emphasized in, they usually stay over for a students.
non-stop act ion and explosions
while adding a dash of humor to
lighten up th ings a little. Also,
all were released in warmweather months.
Now, in the fall of 1991,
Silver, with Duran Duran video
Children often do exactly the
director Russell Mulcahy at the
opposite
of what their parents
I
h elm, is testing the cinematic
as is shown in the love
want,
· SHERRY
waters with R icochet. This
I D1CKWS0H
latest effort combines t he story The Fantasticks.
The young lovers' fathers,
elements of Silver's past films
Hucklebee
and Bellomy, played
with those of a psychological
Jamey
Jennings
and Logan
by
thriller.
R.S.
Abbitt,
sing
a
h umorous
Nick Styles (Oscar-winner
"Never
Say No"
song
titled
Den zel Was h i ngt on ) is a
t
hat
echoes
t
hat
theme
of the audience begins to feel the
uniformed policeman hoping to
characters' love.
disobedient
children.
better his lot in life with night·
Musical director Catherine
n
g
t
he
disobedient
Playi
sch ool l aw cl asses. Bu t
Mallett
makes wise choices in
children
are
Shay
Dodson
as
everything changes when be
her
direction,
and the actors
Louisa
and
Bart
Dawson
as
strips to his boxer shorts t o bust
and
actresses
do
a wonderful
Matt.
Their
voices
compliment
killer Earl Talbot Blake (John
the
lyrics
come to
job
making
that
one
another
in
such
a
way
Lithgow of The World A ccord ing to Garp).
Someone with a camcorder STEVEN O'AILEY'S
records the arrest , a nd it ends
n---~---------------.
up on the news, making Styles
EXCUSE lllE ., CHAPS
a citywide hero. Years pass and
euT couL-D ~o s.L.I"':IIU.I:ll
h e becomes th e assistant
IHAi NOISE 1 '(Tl •••
district attorney and a pillar of
the community.
A
One person who watches all
COOCMfE cooc.HEE! Coo!
that with anger fr om prison is
Blake.
M ost p eo p le wou ld be
satisfied with killing those who
wronged them. Blake is very
different. He wants to destroy
Styles' good reputation and
essentially break the man
himself. After an elaborate
prison break, he does just that
in the goriest fashion im- CHRIS THOMPSON'S
aginable. A bit of advice: only
watch the parole board hearing
if you have a strong stomach.
This film tries to be an action
thriller with a psychological
edge. To get the edge, though, it
leaves ou t the exhilaration of
the D ie H ards a nd the
camaraderie of t he Lethal
Weapons. It is a Silver picture
without t he element s that
make Silver pictures great
entertainment. Go ahead and
deflect this R icochet.

'Ricochet'
f10 sterling
Silver film

.

"I'm responsible for ar- years in terms of what people
ticulating a plan to encourage want. It's gotten to where it's
student attendance by atten- more broad based."
ding meeting& and publicizing
Murray's Music Aaaociation
events," Cron said.
chooses performers based on
The student representative what they think will appeal to
position is appointed on a year- their members- and to students.
ly basis, Reichmuth said.
"We put out questionnaires to
"MCMA's purpose is to pre- members and try to get their
sent an annual series of world- feedback," Reichmuth said.
class musical and dancelltttac- "We look at whether or not our
tions that might not otherwise budgets will allow for a group
be accessible to Murray;L!- ahe and also we're looking at making things attractive for the
said.
The association has seen little potential audience."
change in its 33 years of ex·
The Dukes of Dixieland will
ietence, he said.
perform at 8 p.m. Thursday in
The asaociation is hoping that Lovett Auditorium.
ita first presentation of the
The group, which blend&
season will appeal to both the traditional Dixieland, pop and
surrounding community and innovative jazz rhythms, has
students, he uid.
appeared as guest artists with
"We're trying to be a fine arts symphony orchestras, such as
series as opposed to a pop or the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
country series," he said. "But it the Cincinnati Symphony and
has changed a little over the the National Symphony.

1

IHAT
SHOT
THIS WEEK
VIDEOS
Top ules thla week:
1. "Home Alone" (Fox)
2. "The Reacurea Down Under" (Disney)
·
3. "The
Terminator"
(Hemdale)
4. "The Jungle Book"

(Disney)
5. Wfeenage Mutant Ninja
TurtiM II: The Secret of the
Ooze" (RCA- Columbia)
Top video rentala this week:
1. "Dances With Wolves"
(Orion)
2. "Home Alone" (Fox)
3. "Awakenings" (RCA- Co-

lumbia)
4. "New Jack City" (Warner)
6. "Sleeping Whh the Enemy" (Fox)

MUSIC
TopSinglea:
1. "Emotions" Mariah Carey

(Columbia)
2. "Good Vlbrattona" Marky
Mattt & The Funcky Bunch,
Loletta Holloway (lnterscope)Gold (More than 500,000 singles
sold.)
3. "Do Anything" Natural
Selection (Eastwest)
4. "I Adore Ml Amore'' Color
Me Badd (Giant)-- Gold
5. "Romantic" Karyn White
(Wamer Bros.)
6. "Something To Talk
About" Bonnie Raitt (Capitol)
7. "Hole Hearted" Extreme
(A&M)
8. "Love of a Lifetime" Fire·
house (Epic)
9. "Motownphllly" Boyz II Men

(Motown)
10. "Everybody Plays the
Fool" Aaron Neville (A&M)
Top Lp'a:
1. "Uae Your llluislon II"
Guns N' Roses (Gepen)
2. "U• Your Illusion I"
Guns N' Roses (Gepen)
3. "Ropln' The Wind" Garth
Brooks (Capitol)
4. "Emotlona" Mariah Carey
(Columbia)

5. "Metalllca" Metal Ilea (Electra)

.6. "Waking Up the Neigh·
boura" Bryan Adams (A&M)
7. "Unforgettable" Natalie Cole
(Electra)-- Platinum (More than 1
million units sold.)
delightful characters, Henry 8. "'TheCommltments'Sound- •
,
and Mortimer, played by David hck"(MCA)
Weatherly and John Howard. 9. "Luck of the Draw" Bonnie
Henry and Mortimer's type of Raitt (Columbla)- Piatlnum
comedy is similar to early 10. "Colleyhlghharmony"
vaudeville acts.
Boyz II Men (Motown)·· Platinum

'Fantasticks' a successful play

1--

life for the audience.
The Murray State production,
directed. by James I. Schempp,
reflects the simplicity of the
story line and draws attention
to the personalities of the
characters through the narAccording to the play's prorator, El Gallo, played by gram, The Fantasticb opened
in 1960 at the SUllivan Street
Dallas Street.
El Gallo leads the audience Theater and has been playing
through the episodes of the there ever since, making it the
characters' lives and eventual- longest-running musical in
ly he becomes an active history.
character in the play. When El
The Fantasticks will play at
GaJlo becomes involved in the the Robert E. Johnson through
story, he introduces two Saturday.

ROBIN HOOD
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Top country alngles:
1. "Keep It Between the
Linea" Ricky Van Shelton (Columbia)
2. "The Walk" Sawyer Brown

(Curb- Capitol)
3. "Where Are You Now"
Clint Black (MCA)
4. "Mirror Mirror" Diamond
Rio (Arlsta)
5. "Rodeo" Garth Brooks

(Capitol)
6. "Ball And Chain" Paul
Overstreet (RCA)
7. "New Way to Light Up an
Old Flame" Joe Diffie (Epic)
8. "Leap Of Faith" Uonel
Cartwright (MCA)
9. "I Thought It Was You"
Doug Stone (Epic)
10. "Someday" Alan Jackson
(Arlsta)

Top R&B singles:
1. "Running Back to You"
Vanessa Williams (Wing)
2. "Romantic" Karyn White
(Warner Bros.)
3. "lt"s So Hard To Say
Goodbye to
Yesterday"
Boyz II Men (Motown)
4. "Emotlona" Mariah Carey
(Columbia)
5. "O.P.P." Naughty By Nature (Tommy Boy)

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN
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SPORTS
Racers plagued by recent in"uries
By JOHN WRIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor •

The Racers have suffered
two more injuries this week,
bringing the total number of
injured players to nine.
The offensive line, already
shallow enough, lost guard
Norman Mims to a knee injury in Murray State's 28-7
loss to Tennessee State.
Mims' injury is t he second to
an offensive line starter.
Center Steve Broughton was
also lost to a knee injury
against Middle Tennessee.
"We think Norman will be
out for six weeks, which probably means the rest of the
season because we only have
five games left after Saturday," said Racer head coach
Mike Mahoney, whose team
enters Satu1·day's game
against UT Martin with a
1-4 record.
The defense and special
teams units were also dealt a
major blow when freshman
safety Tomas Cobb suffered
a kn~e injury. He will likely
miss the rest of the season.
Cobb entered the TSU game
the 11th- best kickoff
returner in the nation in
Division I-AA.
''Those injw·ies bring our
total now to seven starters
and two backups who are
out, ·• Mahoney said.
Cobb's loss means that the
Racer defense loses its
fastest player. That cannot
be good news, considering
the team faces the h ighpowered run-and-shoot attack of the Pacers, who enter
the game 4-1 on the year.
The game is Murray State's
Homecoming.
''The Homecoming game

always has the biggest crowd
of the year, so we get the
chance to impress the crowd
one time a year and that
chance comes Saturday,"
Mahoney said. "We'll be try.
ing to get that point across to
the team this week."
UTM is coming off a 24-16
victory over Ohio Valley
Conference member Tennessee Tech, which took
OVC superpower Eastern
Kentucky down to the wire
earlier this season before los·
ing 19-13 in Cookeville,
Tenn.

"They (l.JTM) are playing
with a lot of confidence right
now," Mahoney said. "They
had two field goals blocked
last week against Tech, so
they ·could have made it an
even bigger score! '
Mahoney said that UTM's
offense is quite similar to the
attack currently used by the
NFL's Houston Oilers, an offense that uses four receivers
and one running back who
can also be used as a
receiver. It is also an offense
that emphasizes another key
element: speed.
"We have sOme demonstration players on the team we
can use in preparing for this
offense this week," Mahoney
said. "The problem is that
we can't imitate speed all
over the place like we'll face
Saturday.
"They (UTM) will stretch
us out; they'll be sending
guys all over the field,' ' be
said. "We simply can't let
anyone get free downfield."
The Pacer offense is led by
q u arte rback L e onard
Williams, who already has
thrown for 1,190 yards and

14 touchdowns this aeaaon.
But Williains also can run
the ball. He has scored three
touchdowns on the ground
this year.
The receiving corps has
been a deadly one this year.
Wideouts Scott Stidham and
· Robert Thomas have combined for five touchdowns so far,
and tight end Oscar Bunch
has hauled in four TD toPes.
As if that were not enough,
the Pacers also have running
back Scottie Mitchell, who
has rushed for 350 yards and
two touchdowns.
Racer defensive end
Melvin Aldridge will be
among those trying to stop
the Pacer attack Saturday.
He said that he does have experience in facing such an
offense.
"I faced it at junior college
in Texas," Aldridge ~id.
"There we used the 4-3
defense and blitzed the
linebackers - basically the
same
thing we have here.
'
Defensively, the Pacers
run the same alignment as
the Racers: a four-man front
with three linebackers. trr!4
is allowing just over 20
points and 378 yards a game.
But the Pacers' performance
against Tennessee Tech
seems to show that they are
improving in that aspect of
their game.
"We' ve seen similar
defenses to the one that
they'll run," Mahoney said.
"Offensively, we aren't going to do anything radical,
such as go to the wishbone or
the run-and-shoot.,.
Racer fullback David Cox,
who scored the Racers' only
touchdown against Ten-

Runners
place well

at APSU
By HEATHER KEITH
Reporter

Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN
Racer defensive lineman Alex Wilson, 94, hopes that this will be
hla reaction after Saturday's Homecoming game with.UT Martin.
Game time Is set for 2:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.

nessee State, said that
despite the misfortunes of
his team so far, he is confident that Murray State can
make some headway against

the Pacer defense.
"I think our dive and option plays will be there
Satw·day," Cox said.

J.f
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Volleyball team scores win

Sports Editor

Reporter

Photo by DON MCCUISTON
Racer outside hitter Renee Balltry followa through after
sending the ball over the net against Tenne.... Tech
earll•r thta Mason. Bailey, a freshman from Fullerton,
Calif., did suffer an Injury a couple of WHka ago, but haa
returned since then.
r

weekend against Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead,
but the girls are preparing
themselves very well ,"
Segovia said. "They have the
ent husiasm and talent to
take care of business."
Last year during the OVC
t ournament in Nashville,
the Racers beat the Eagles in

four games and advanced into the OVC championship
game. But their opponent in
the next game was ~astern
Kentucky, who prevailed in
four games.
The next Lady Racer home
game will be Oct. 29 against
Evansville.

Racer of the WHk

Chris Barriger

It is not uncommon to be competing against 25 or more conThe Racer rodeo team placed testents, of which only 10 confourth overall last weekend at tinue to the short go.
Rodeo team members are not
Carl Albert Junior College in
immune from missing classes
Poteau, Okla.
The Racers are in the Ozark like other collegiate athletic
region along with the Universi· teams. "It's an excused absense
ty of Tennessee at Martin, Carl with most teachers," said
Albert J unior College, Nor- David Sharp. He also said that
theast Louisiana, Arkansas most of the teachers who frown
State, the University of on their missing classes are
Mich igan, Memphis State, from department s unfamiliar
Southwest Missouri State, Nor- with the rodeo team.
"Most don't care (if you miss)
thwest Mississippi Community
College, Arkansas Tech and as long as you keep up your
work," said Stan Maclin, a
Purdue.
junior
from Hayti, Mo.
David Sharp, Rodeo Club
Rodeo team members are
presiden t, said th at inconsistency has been the only responsible for providing their
downside to the team so far t his own horses, buying feed and
paying the University for lodg·
year.
"The people that did well in ing their horses ~t the Expo
Louisiana didn't do well in Center. Members are also
financially responsible for tak·
Oklahoma,'' Sharp said.
Several individuals did well ing their horses and equipment
for the Racers. In saddle bronc to other rodeos.
"Everybody brings their own
ridin g , Corey Wiggington
fmished second overall. In steer truck, their own trailer and
wrestling, Kerry Goforth puts their own horses in there
finished fourth. Brett Brandrter and spends $40 of gas to get
finished sixth in team r.oping. there/' Sharp said. "You can
David Sharp finished second in pay $10 a night for a stall for
bull riding. Marne Plowman your horse, and if one is not
finished sixth in the breakaway available, they tie the horse to
calf roping while team mate the outside of the horse trailer.
"This is a rich man's sport
Leigh Shouse finished third.
A rodeo has a "long go" and a that only poor people get in,"
"short go." Usually the long go Sharp said.
He said that he and the rodeo
lasts two days, and the top 10
come back on the third day team appreciate all the support
(sh ort go) to compete for the top of President Ronald J. Kurth
spot. In the long go, the top two and Thomas Auer, dean of the
scores receive money before College of Industry and
Technology.
entering the short go.

By SCOn FLEMING

By HEATHER CROZE

The Racers set out Tuesday night to get back the No.
1 spot by soundly defeating
Tennessee State in three
straight games, 15-7, 15-3
and 15-2.
"Everything went right in
this game. We have been
working on our defense, and
it really showed ," said
volleyball coach Oscar
Segovia.
Jill Doty led the Racer attack with 15 kills against
the Tigers, which created a
60 percent success rate and
the highest single-game attack percentage this season.
Rosanne Brown chipped in
with seven scores of her own.
Belinda Rubio also had a big
night for MSU, accounting
for 17 assists. She was closely followed by Denise Donnelly, who had 13 to back
Rubio's effort.
Doty also showed that she
could keep the ball in play as
well as fmish plays; she had
10 digs. Donnelly followed
next with six, and Sarah
Dearworth accoun ted for
five.
· The Racers go on the road
next for a hectic two weeks,
and their journey will include OVC rivals Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead
State. This is a trip that can
get very frustrating for the
Racers.
''We play back to back t his

MSU takesrtoutth at rodeo,
several individuals place

Completing his best performance of
the season at the University of the
South Cross Country Invitational in Sewanne, Tenn., Friday, Chris Barrigar
earned his second straight victory and
was named Racer of the Week.
His efforts also earned him his second consecutive OVC Runner of the
Week honor In as many weeks.
Barrigar, a junior from Jacksonville,
Fla., won the men's 5-mlle lndMdual
run with a time of 26:2• u well as the
S-mile individual event at the Austin
Peay Invitational at Fort Campbell Sept.
27 in 26:25.7.
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Neyer too young

Murray State University's
men's and women's cross country teams finally got a good day
to race.
MSU placed fifth in both the
men's and women's divisions at
the Western Kentucky Uniwrsity Hall of Fame Invitational.
Both teams competed against
Georgia, Kentucky, Eastern
Kentucky, Western Kentucky
and Southeastern Missouri.
The MSU men's team used a
sunny but cool day to make an
overall improvement on the
members' times. Assistant
coach Rich Boyle cited the
weather as one important factor in the race.
"It was perfect running
weather," he said. "It makes a
big difference going from running in 95 degrees one day to 70
degrees the next."
Junior Chris Barrigar was
again MSU's top finisher, placing 13th with a time of
26:04.49. Coach Stan Narewski
noted the entire minute of improvement Barrigar had made
since last year's WKU meet,
when he finished with a time of
27:04.
Carl Dillard fmished 22nd for
MSU at 26:45.66. Also improv·
ed over last season was John
Ackerman, who cut his 1990
WKU time from 28:08 to
26:46.19. J.T. Leisure reduced
his 1990 time of 28:03 to
27:32.59, and finished 31st for
the Racers.
Boyle, a former MSU cross
cou ntry standout, praised
fr eshmen Matkovich and
Egbert for their performance on
the course at Western.
"Both Matt and Ray had
great first S·mile races," he
said. "They all (the team) raced
well, not just ran well."
The WKU meet was also the
second meet of the season for
th e eight-member MSU
women's team. All of the
women posted improved times
at Western Kentucky over their
marks in the opening meet
Sept. 7 at Southern lllinois
University.
J unior Rebecca Mizener was
the top MSU finisher in both
meets. She placed second individually at SIU, running
19:02.59, and 14th at WKU at
18:31.69. Senior Heather Huhn
has also run well for the Racers,
f inish ing both 5,000-n'leter
cou rses in 19:24.30 -and
18:45.93, respectively.
Filling the third spot for Mur.ray was Kendra Hedlund, who
ran 19:18.57 at Western, a
12-second improvement over
her time at SIU. Freshman
LaSenna Powell turned in a
20:08.21 at Bowling Green and
has been MSU's top freshman
r unner this season. Also competing for MSU this season are
freshmen Monica Koosman and
Beth Stocker, sophomore
Melody Helgerson and junior
Heather Humm.
Women's coach Margaret
Simmons said she has been
pleased with her team's performance, noting their improvement in the WKU 'meet despite
a more difficult and confusing
course.
"I feel like our split (between
the first and fifth runners) is
too big," she said. "I've told
them how fast I want. them to
get their f1rst mile in."

Purcell times two

lntramurals' best

Mel Purcell, 32, was named the assistant men's tennis coach at Murray
State after aiding the team last spring
on a volunteer basis.
Purcell, a 1977 graduate of Murray
High School, played two years of college tennis at Memphis State and the
University of Tennessee.
Purcell competed 10 years on the
professional tennis circuit, winning five
singles and six doubles titles before
leaving the circuit a little over a year
ago.
See story in the Oct.18 issue of The
Murray State News.

For their contributions to their respectiveteams, Donna Brookshire and
Scott Ricks were chosen Campus Recreation's Male and Female Athletes of
the Week.
Brookshire, a sophomore theraputic
recreation major from Paducah played
for the Loose Geese in the women's
Recreation League and contributed to
the team's championship season.
Ricks, a graduate student from
Morganfield, was a member of Married
With Children and also played a key
part in making his team champion of
the men's Recreation League.

.
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Player still in game

Devils advance in tournament
after rought game against AGR

By MIKE PADUANO
Reporter

Andy Corbin came to Murray .
State University to continue
his football career, but that
career has taken an odd turn.
Corbin came to Murray State
in the fall of 1987, and after a
red-shirt freshman year with
the Racers he decided to qu it
playing footba ll - but he did
not want to leave lhe game.
After leaving the Racer football team, Cor·bin began
coaching al Murray Middle
School, and two seasons later
he went with his head coach,
Rick Fisher, to Murray High.
He has been there the past
two seasons and coaches the offensive and defen::;ive lines for
the Tigers (4 -2), who dropped a
32-12 decision to Tennessee
representative South Fulton
last week.
" I'm responsible for the hogs,
the offensive and defensive
line," Corbin said. "We go to
groups, teaching b locking
t e c h n i q u e s and
t·esponsibilities."
Besides coaching the lines, he
is also the defensive coordinator for the freshman team.
After classes, Corbin an-ives
at Mun-ay High for practice at
1:30 p.m. and leaves around
6:30 p.m. For a Friday night
game, Corbin said he arrives at
the high school at 2 p.m. and
does not go home until after the
game, spending at least seven
hours at the field for a home
game: Saturday morning, Corbin spends three hours grading
the game film. and Sunday
night he goes to a three-hour
coaches' meeting.
Despite the time demands,
Corbin said, he enjoys hi8 job.
"This is what I plan on doing
aft.er I get out of school," he
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor

•
Photo by TRENT REDMOND
Andy Corbin, a senior business education major from Madisonville, gives Instructions to the offensive and defensive linemen
on the Murray High School football team.

said. "They pay me pretty good.
But I'd be out here without the
money."
Corbin's k nowledge of the
game has come from playing for
nine years and wa t ch ing
others' techniques because he
needed to use fundamentals to
compete with the much-bigger
players.
He does not mind all the long
hours and bard work spent on
football. Much of his free time
is spent watching the National
Football League or college
games on television.
"Sunday afternoon is supposed to be when I catch up on my
homework, but I'll sit down and
watch the NFL,'' Corbin said.

"Saturdays I'll watch as much
college (football) as I ca.n, and
Monday night is a must."
A problem that he has overcome is gaining the respect of
the players, who are not much
younger than he.
"Once they see what I know
about football they wind up
respecting me," he said. "My
fi rst year here I really had a
problem, and I was determined
to stay separated from them. I
still think I can be a closer
friend than the older coaches,
but there is still a fine line. I
can't go out and party with
them . I definitely try to keep
my distance."

Our Skilled Craftsmen Have
Worked Out All The Bugs.

FACTORY
DISC'O UNT
SHOES

These are anclent
Egyptian acarabe,
symbols of fortune
and. Jon& life.
Soaring in

meticulous
craftmanahlp at
VanDeD. Weuse
methods that 01D'

companies consider
out-dated. materials
that othen would
conalder too

Photo by TRENT REDMOND
Nomad Steve carroll, a senior from Frankfort, stands on third
base during a game earlier this season.

night."
Two other games also held
a bit of drama Monday.
Lambda Chi Alpha overcame an eight-run deficit to
defeat the Schemin Demons
15-14, and Sigma Chi was

a bl e t o s tave off th e
·
Longballs 12-11.
Also, independent power
Upper Deck has scored 58
runs in j ust two tournament
games, the most of a.n y tournament team so far.

Without God, it's a
vicious circle.
In a world too often ruled by war, hunger, disease
and inhumanity, The Episcopal Church believes
there is hope. Join us and grow in the faith and
fellowship of Jesus Christ.
'The Episcopal Church

Ladies' Tretorn
Ladies' Tretorn(Leather)$33.95

Ladies' Keds $19.95 to $38.95

INTRoDuCING
K- SWISS

eqwndve. But.
wemabaU
d.cur
jewdelyto

IIIII: a
•~•·e

-. $23.95
-

-

popularity, the
scarab Is another
ezample of the

Alpha Gamma Rho of the
Interfraternity League faced
the Diamond Devils from the
National League West in the
first round of the intramurals postseason tournament Monday night, and
the contest became a slugfest
of not only hits but also
heated words.
The Devils won the game
10-7 in seven innings and advanced into the second round
of the tournament. Since
MondaY. night, they have
• gone on to win two more
games and at press t ime
stood two wins away from
winning the title .
The game was decided
when Carey Alexande r
smacked a two-run home run
. in the top of the seventh to
key the decisive three-run
inning for the Devils.
AGR came back, though, to
load the bases'in the bottom
of the inning with nobody
out, but it failed to tally.
Still, the game will be most
remembered for the very
heated arguments that ensued between the team
members and between the
teams and the umpires.
" It did get a little hot out
there I guess, but sometimes
those things happen," said
Devil coach Tommy Hulsey.
" There were a few key
calls that went against us
that probably "could have
gone either way," sa id
AGR's Stacy Hastie. "But,
really, I thought we had good
officiating last (Monday)

Men's Tretorn

$26.95

Men's Keds

$34.95

Men's Eastland

$35.95

ormme.

1600 Main - Next to ATO house

NOTICE TO PLAINTIFF CLASS

C{assic Pizza
I.!:

. Central Center ( next to Big B Cleaners)

759-1551
Toppings

71/Z'

10"

14"

Cheese

$1.75

$3.50

$6.00

~.00

One Item
Additional
Items
Classic
Special
Additional
Pizza

$2.00

$4.25

$7.20

$10.75

.25

.75

$1.20

$1.75

$2.50

$5.75

$9.60 .

$14.25

$3.00

$4.00

$7.00

Sunday-Thursday
3 p.m.- Midnight ·

All,ou can eat $5
COME AND SEE OUR NEW BUILDING!

753-1606

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

St. John'• Epi8copal Church 1820 Weet MaiD 768-6908
SPAGHE'ITI SUPPBB TONIGHT (Friday, Oct. 11) 5 to 7 p.m.

18"

Friday-Saturday
Sp.m.-1 a.m.

:J

A ctass action has been certified by the Franklin Circutt Court in
the matter of JULIE PINCOMBE et al vs. COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
pepABJMENT OF INSURANCE At a! Franklin Cirruit Court, Division NO.1, Civil Action
No. 91-CI-01097. The Court has defined the Plaintiff Class to consist of all students who
are or will be enrolled by September 1, 1991, at any institution of higher education in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky which is subject to the requirements of KRS 304.18·115. All
full-time students ate Included in the class and part-time students participating In least
seventy-five percent {75%) of the full-time curriculum.
The above styled class acfi9n is before the Fran<lin Circuit Court to determine the
constitutionality of KRS 304.18-.115: a state stature requiring that all full-time students
and part-time students enrolled in at least seventy-five (75%) if the full-time curriculum at
any public or Independent Institution of higher education in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, must provide proof of medical health insurance or purchase same to remain
eligible for enrollment past September 1, 1991. The Franklin Circuit Court has entered a
temporary injunction staying enforcement of KRS 304.18-115 pending the outcome of
this class action.
As a member of the defined Plaintiff Class you have the right to request
that the Court exclude you from the class. Requests for exclusion from the class must be
In writing, and mailed, certified mail - return receipt requested , to the attention of the Hon.
Judge Joyce C: Albro, Franklin Circuit Court, 218 St. Clair Street, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601 . REQUESTS FOR EXCLUSION MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER October 31,
1991 .
Any member of the class who does not request exclusion may enter an appearance in
this class adion through personal counsel. Any judgment whether favorable or not, will
bind all members who do not request exclusion form the class.
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OARD
RACER SPORTS WEB
SPORT

Friday 11

Sunday ,,

Monday 14

Tueeday ,5 jw~1e

Eulem
K•nlucky

Volleyball

Richmond. Ky
5p.m .

AueUn . P-.y

Morei!Nd ''"
Blatt

~

T- .

Marei!Md, K)'.
12 p.m.

Men's

Mld·Soulh
lnvllallonal

CrossCountry

TBA

1 .....

I

......

I I AWQ '·: I
'

:·

• No Scheduled Event

CrossCc;tuntry

v

17

2:30 p.m.
WBLN 103.7

frWomen 's

)lol

lhind~J

U. ol
Ttnn .·Marlln
Holn.-nlfYI

Football
j

Setlllday 12

Men's

Soulh.. n lnlarcolt.glela lnlltlallonel

Tennis

~Ga.

*Women 's

Tenn i s
-rncuctJ.y lilt" " ' , . " lnvtt•~•l

Golf

144

Loulnll.., Ky ,

146
46

47

.....

*Rifle

149
149
149

.vu.....
U.lv• .,

Rodeo

....... Ark.

• 1

lnd!y!dua! Totals - Gold
St t

T nne•

2

Murrnr State 7
TSU
MSU

'

7
0

L.sdy Rsoers vs. Tonnossoo State at the
North Gym October 8.

0

MSU
TSU

15

15

15

7

3

2

lndlvldyal Leaders
KILLS • •ooty 15 (.609), Brown 7,
Prl«:- 4, Donnelly 3, Doarworth 3,
Morthland 2, Bally 2, Balr 1.
ASSISTS· Rubio 17, Donnelly 13,
H j~hland 4, Morthland 1.
DIGS • Doty 1 0, Donnelly 6, Deazworth
5, !! ":y 5 Rubio 4, Bder 3, (with 2) Balr,
Prloe, Morthland and Brown.

t.! ~

t.\i
•

...

o

IZF~;~

l

til

• Mt.may State season-high for attack
petcontage.

M<~fiDY

Stats

vs.

University

of

Smallbore competition at Martlrl,'rrenn.,

ho~YS.~

•

Combined Totals
Murray State - Gold
UT· Martfn
Murray State - Blue

f-REE SPRING BREAKTRIPS

~Voekendl

lU students or student organ!zatloo~ promoting our Spr1ng
Break Packages. Good Pay &
Fun. Call CMJ. 1-8()0.423·
5264.

Enm$2500& Freotrlpuelllng
Spring Break Pnckagos to
Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica,
HOtlda I Best tr1ps & Prlcosl
bpnng Break Travol 1-800-

574
566
554
545

Diamond Devils
Baahers
Headhunters

20

375
375
365
360

Beer
Sigma Chi
Diamond Devils

I~TRr\ 

!\ll 'RAI.S

10
23

Kappa Alpha

19

34

Nomads
Playln' 4 Second
PI Kappa Alpha
Upper Deck
Lambda Chi Alpha
PI Kappa~ha

16
15
3
20

7

25
15
13
3

Lambda Chi ~·

Headhuntel'8
Duckheads

17
12

Upper Deck
Frogs From Hell

33

Schemln' Demons
Alpha Tau Omega
Hard to Handle

·

15
14
16
6

1

Chad, I can't walt to aee you II
mlsa you and I LOI/'8 Youl
LeAnn.
Homecoming reception for
alumni of the Department of
Political Science, Crfmlnal
Justice, and Legal Studies following the Homecoming game
at the home of Joe Rose, 808
Sha-Wa Clrda, Murray, KY.
Have a happy and lllfe Homecoming weekend. Have fun,
but be responsible If you drfnk.
Don't drtnk and drtva.

ROOMMATES
Jackie, Happy Birthday from
one atresaball roommate to
another. Don't wony. You'll
make It through Organic and
Anthropology. We need a vaeatonI Trtsh
Looking for a roommal8? And
one through thedaellledll Cal
4478 tor motelnfonnallon.

Needing Cash? Unlo.d your c.....,. or some oth• Hem
throu gh The Murray State News' Clasalfted Section. We
can help you develop your unwanted Item Into cash.

~~

... ..._;_ ~+......~~~~~~

-

27
14

HOW TO
UNLOAD
Y OUR CAMERA

'

753-2706

Bllulll • IullliiY
Sigma PI Epsilon
Nada

Creek's Crew

Kentucky Lakes Environmental
Awareness
Network
(K.LE.A.N.) will be holding a
shorellnehlke 0ct. 191nLB.L
to clean-up the l...akes area.
Individuals, club$, sororttles
and fraternities, groups are
needed. For more Information
contact Pamela Dawes 817537638.

'

( enter

3

Guitar L.estone: Clay Pertdne,
professional gultarfat ~
featutad In "GIJitartorttle Practieing Mullclan,•1e now accept·
log guitar and bue students.
Call <436-2447 or 753-3882.

LOST & FOUNt>
RIDES
MISC.,
NOTICE

rvi · A-vailable"

11

Results of Intramural Softball
Tournament As of October 9

NOTICE

Vacuum Needs"

13

I believe It was In the Immortal
words of Socrates, who once
aald: "I drank what" - Jon.
athan DavldAndrvws I Eaqulre.

un Sales & Service
1

Unwed Fathers
Nomads
With Ourselves

Wanted. Alte111t1ona to do In
my home. Expertenoed AIterallon Lady. Newto the atM.
Phone 753-1379.

~I
1

7

WHAT DO JIM BAURERAND
THE NUMBER 40 HAVE IN
COMMON?? HAPPY BIRTH·
OAY, J.B.II

FOR SALe
HELP WANTED

I

(i

12
11
25

Cruise Ship Jobs. Hiring men
Women Summer/ Year
Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL Excellent
pay plus FREE travel. Car1bbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South
Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOWI
Call refundable. 1-206-7367000, Ext. 355c.

6£RVJCES
FOR RENT

,Jn

(Smallbore - 1,475)
Hatbaugh
Kelemen
Johnson
Ames

-

PF..SONALS

y &I

Karen HarbaJgh

Sigma Chi
Longballa
Playin' 4 Second

BUSINESS
SERVICES

ROOMMATES
BUSlNESS

~

Kate Kelemen
Angela Johnson
Angela Ames

10

MISC.

INDEX

,. Oeadhne

390
382
381
372

Diamond Devils
Alpha Gamma Rho

HELP WANTED

()38~786.

ARN $2,000 + FREE
SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
North America's #1 Student
Tou Operator seeking motlvato>d students, 01g311lzaUons,
l>atem:~ and &Oror!Ues as
t:::lf.'1pUS reprosontativos promoting Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytonaand PanamaCity I Call
1-800 724-15551
Wnntod: Bravo man willing to
w.c!k across Eggners Feny
Bridge at 2 a.m. Must be able
• endure high winds and be a
goodsw!mrner. Youknowwho
younroll

574
563

(Air Rifle • 2,239)

Results - Monday

3, 8 1 3
3,714
3 , 714

HELP WANTED
'I
•

~

576
575

Jndlyldual Totals • B!yo

RIFLE

Tf}nnosses-Msrtin In Air rills and

Welcorr.
Alpha Alum
.1~e a g-

(Air Rifle - 2,288)
Beth Herzman
Lance Golcllahn
DlanaMuth
Benjle Belden
(Smell bore - 1 ,525)
Belden
Goktlahn
Muth
Herzman

WHAT: 1st Annual Residence Hall
Association Bonfire
WHERE: Intramural Field Behind The
Housing Office
WHEN: Friday, Oct. 11, 8-10 p.m.
Sponsored by Residence Hall Association
Theme: ''WATOI 1HE GLORY COME AUVE!''
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Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

'

Select From These Famous Name Brands:

...... . .......,.,

.,/ Reebok
~~
~.,/New Balance
.,/Head

. / Nlke
./Tiger
. / K·Swlss

./Converse
./Saucony
./Rockport

.,/Tretorn
./Diadora
.,/Mitre

:. I
~

c~a~

•
..••

-

. SPORTING GOODS

....
~

....~
.
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

.
~--------~~--------------------~;
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

~

..
.

CGILJEIID
IHI©JtMIJECC©JtMIIINCG -

~~ ~ o ~~JP ~

WELCOME BACK
ALUMNI
'fll E UNIV E~RSITY _ _ _

FOR YOUR
AL

NEEDS

10% DISCOUNT WITH

Star-Spang{etf
We{come 5{ome

The

Murray State News

Homecoming supplement

Q100er 1991

Star Spang[ec{
3

We[come 1lome

Spectal Sec:ttou EcUtor
Amy Lear

Murray State salutes American soldiers

F..dJlor·in-chlef

4

Graduate recognized as Desert Storm hero
Alumnus returns to Murray State After Desert Storm

5

Distinguished alumni return to MSU
Sweepstakes winner looks forward to seeing old friends
Moody Joined Marines fresh out of Murray State

8

Vietnam vet proud of American troops
West Point Instructor to serve as grand marshal

9

Museum displays proud tradition
Holland says MSU has changed since the 1940s

10

Graduates remember War
MSU served as training ground during World War II
Professor honored for nursing work

11

MSU Campus: past to present

Melanie Buck.IJ.n
Contribu ting Write rt: Sherry
DlckJnson, Stephanie Lush, Jon
Futrell, Teresa Mays Lori Shain,
Amy Grewe, M1chele Carlton ,'l't1sh
Cash, James Lockwood, Ally21sa
HaJVey and Amy Helm
Pllotocraphen

Shawn Lockman
Adverttam, Sales: Clu1a Padgett,
Mark McAnulty, Michael Step to,
Darrtn Pursley. Ga ry Gaines,
Johnathoo Wlll.la and J.tm Habacker
~ Proclacdaa
OrYWe Herndon
eo.. ma.tntioD
MaJ1r: Adams
Ad'Ner
Dr. Ann Landini

Homecoming events salute veterans
Friday
8 a .m. to sunset
Bomecomin& Golf Tour·
nament- MJller golf cou rse

Black Alumni ReceptlonCUrns Center dance lounge.

Stem& Chi Breakfut Social-

lWn

Sigma Chi houee

Ranter Reunion- Murray
Fairgrounds

~

10:15 a .m.
Baseball Old Ttmen' &ameReage n Field, north o f
Stewart Stadium

B...a.m.

Alpha Kappa Pal ReceptionWoodme n of the Wo rld
buil<Ung. Highway 641 No rth

Alpha Tau Ometa Golf Tournament· Murray Country Club

Lambda Chl Alpha Alumni
Social- Lambda Chi Alpha

annex

h.uL
Bomecomint Tennis Tournament · University TennJs
COUrts
12:30 p.m .
lAmbda Chl Alpha Golf Tour·
nam.ent- Murray Countty Club
4 -6:30 p .m .
Reception honorlnt Ann
ClllT-Crow's Nest, third floor
Currts Center
~

Ninth annual "Run for the
Racen"

....

6 ;30 p.m .
Colle&e of Businus and
Publlc Afratn Bomecomln&
Banquet- Murray Cou ntry
Club, College Farm Road
Home Economics Alumni
Banquet· Mtsstsstppt Room,
CUrrts Center
6:45p.m.
29th Annual ~lculture
Alumni Banquet- C urrts
Center small ballroom

1...J2,..L
Alpha Gulma Delta 25th Year

Celebration- Curris Center
ballroom
Nuraln& Alumni BanquetOhio Room. Cun1S Center
AJpba Tau Omeca Dance- ATO
bouse

7:30p.m.
PI Kappl Alpha Soclal- Ptke

lodge

8 -10 p .m .
'•
BonfireBomecomln&
Intramural fields
~
Pl Kaps- Alpha lleet:l.Da· Pike

lodge

SlfJDa Pi Jl'amUy SocialSigma Pl house
Sipa Chi Bomecomlnl
Social- Sigma ChJ house

Satmday
~

·11" Club Breakfaat and
lleetinlf· Third floor Cun18
Center

10:30 a .m .-2 p,m .
Alpha Delta Pl Open Hou.ee1313 Main St.
10;30 a .m .
Alpha Sigma Alpha Aluitmt
B~ch- Alpha S .tg h ouse, 203
N . 16th St.

stcma

PI Bnmch• Sf&ID& Pl

Sigma Pl Coffee and
DoUCJmuta Breakfut- Stgrna
Pi house
8-9:30 a .m .
Collete of Education
Breakfaat- Murray Middle
School
Q:30 a .m.
Beater Ball CouncU Alumni
Reception· Hester Hall Lobby

a..m.

Retenta Ball Alumni Reception- Regents Hall lobby

9;30 a.m.
Bomecomint Parade- Starts

downtown and moves down
MaJn Street toward campua

Noon· l :3o p,m.
Lady Racer Leaends Llte
Lunch- Tent City

.,

.~·-

.

Noon -2 p.m .
Lambda Chl Alpha Alumni
Luncheon- Lambda Chi Alpha

house
81pa Alpba Iota ui4 Pld . .
Alpha Alumni ~
Chapter rooma, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Annex

1;30 p .m .
Homecomln& Pre-Game
Feathltlea- Roy S tewart
Stadium

SICJDa 81pla ....... Alaml
IUI4 Parents lliralad· nt-Stg
Houae. 1605 jMlUer Ave.

2;30 p.m .
Bomecomln& Game- MSU
versus ur MartJn

l<t.30 aem.-noon
AIJtla• Omicron Pl SOtla
Aanlverea17 CelebratlonCUrria Center ballroom

Post-&111¥
Oakhurat reception- Hostt'd
by President and Mrs. Ronald
J , Kurth

1...»..m..

Lambda Chi Alpha Alumni
Dinner· Lambda Chi Alpha

annex
Black Alumni Social BourCurrfs Center ballroom
7 ;30 p.m .
~ppa Alpha Social Hour·
':ke lodge

. Pi

.8...,p.m...
Black Alumni Reunion
Banquet - Currts Center
ballroom

8lfJDa Pi Family DanceS.tgma Pt house
Slpa Phi EpaUon Chapter
Awarda Ceremony- Stg Ep
house

8 - 10:30 p.m.
Bomecomtna De.nce- Curns
Center dance lounge
~

Alpha Tau <>mea& Dence- ATO

Black Alumni Re,UtratlonMurray Holiday Jnn
Lambda
Chl
Alpha
Continental Breakfaat Lambda Chi Alpha annex'

Noon-1 p.m.
Alpha Omicron Pl 30th An·
n.lvenary Reception- Currts
Cente r dance lounge, second
floor

Lady Racer/7-Up Alumni
Dlaner and Social- Murray
Women 's Club, Vine Street

&ttPna Cbl Ala8anllloePI*dtJ
Tent- Tent Cfty

Joumallsm/Radlo-'IV AlunmJ
Reception- MSU news room ,
flrst floor, Wilson Hall

Uninnlty Chrtadan Center
Student Center Luncheon1403 OIJve Blvd.
11 a.m.-

noon

Educational

Computer Studiea Alumni
Open Bouse- Home of Dr. Bill
Lyle, 104 S . 9th S t.

Seminara -

Barkley Room, Currts Center

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Alpha Phi Ala.mnl Reunlon1603 Miller Ave.
11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Tent City aDd Kiddie CotralStewart Stadium
11:30 a.m.
Pl Kappa Alpba LancheonPlke lodge

Political Science/Criminal
J-..tlcefLeilll Studlea AlUIDDi
Reception- Home of Dr. Joe
Roee. 808 Sha-Wa Circle
Phyaica Annual Alumni
Reception- Peoples Bank,
University Branch, Chestnut
Street

.6...J2,.m.
SfCma Pi Banquet- Seven
Seas Restaurant, Highway
641 North
6:30p.m.
Baptlat Student Valoa
A11UD.Dl Dbmer and Bodal800 Waldrop Dr.

house

Lambda Chi Alpha De.nceBest Western In n , Paris.
Tenn.
PI Kappa. Alpha Alumni
Dance- Pike lodge
Slpa Phi Epallon DanceSigma Phi EpsUon house
10:30 p.m .-1 a .m .
Minority Advisory CouncU
Dance- Currfs Center ballroom

Sunday
i..L.m.

Stem& Pl Breald'ut- Shoney's

Restaurant,
North

Highway 641

9- 10 a.m.
Black Alamnl Brunch and
Devotional- Homeplace
Restaurant, 1906 Highway
121 North

.
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Murray State salutes American soldiers
UTEm

The first stages of
Homecoming planntng begin
just after Alumni Weekend
for the staff at the alumni affairs office, which makes
plans with the help of the
Student Alumni AssocJ.atlon,
the Student Government
Association
and
the
Untvendty Center Board.
Murray State University's
theme for 1991 ts "StarSpangled Homecoming."
"It seemed the obvious
choice, since there was such
a great burst of patriotism
due to the crtsts tn the
Gulf," said Patti Jones of
alumni a1fa1rs.
The patriotic extravaganza
w1ll honor alumni who have
served tn the U.S . m111tary
stnce Murray State's founding 1n 1923. Four Persian
Gulf War veterans representing each branch of the m111tary will serve as parade
grand marshals.
The parade w1ll also include
a salute to the veterans of
the Vietnam and Korean
wars and a
special
commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor.
The alumnt veterans who
will participate in the
Homecoming parade are
listed below.

VletuamWar
•lllke Cherry (1966) of
Norfolk, Va., is a Navy captain. While at Murray State,
he served as president of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity. He
currently works for NATO
Supreme Allled Command 1n
Norfolk as chief of public information.
•Robert Lee (1966) of
Murray spent four~ as a
U.S . Marine Corps officer.
He worked for 17 years 1n
textbook publish1ng and now
owns Holland Motors 1n
Murray.
•Lance Booth (1970) ts a
colonel for a U.S. Army special forces untt. He recently
returned from Vietnam,
where he searched for
friends listed as missing 1n
action.

Club. He currently owns his
own restaurant.
•Dr. Jim Lance (1959) of
Mlam1, Fla., ts an .Instructor
at the Untversity of Florida.
He served 1n the Korean War
with the Navy on the
Underwater DemoUUon
Team, a forerunner of the
NavySeaJs.
•John Weema (1940) of
Dickson, Tenn., has retired
from the Air Force after 23

years.

World WarD
•Dr. J'onut Pope (1931) of
Arltngton, Va. , is a 1964
MSU Di8t1ngutshed Alumnus.
A World War II veteran,
Pogue is one of the counby's
foremost WWII historians.
He accompanied troops at
the D-Day invasion and has
received numerous awards,
tncludtng the Assodation of
the U.S. Army Award for
Dtstlngu1sbed Service and a
Bronze Star. He completed a
four-volume biography of
Gen. George C. Marshall 1n
1987. which took SO years
to research and write.
•Grcri'er Da..U Jr. (1940) of
New Port Richey, Fla.,
served in the Coast Guard in
the South Pacific during
World War D. He is a retired
dty inspector for the city of
Nashvtlle.
•Woo4row '"Pedro" Slmmou
(1935) of Charleston, Mo..
served wtth the Marine
Corps during World War D.
He received several awards
1n his career, including the
Dtsttngutsbed Service Medal,
Defense Superior Service
Medal, Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star and numerous
others.

Other Conf1lcta

•William *Jay" llather
( 1990) of Wichita, Kan.,
served 1n the Army 1n
Grenada. He is the most recent graduate of Murray
State
among
parade
honorees.
•Jlm Stutler ( 1986) of
Auburn, Ala., a lieutenant,
served with the Marines in
Pmama. He bas returned to
college to pursue a master's
Korean War
degree 1n EngJtsh.
•Da~ld Noell (1971) of
•Richard Coleman (1959) of
Clarksville,
Tenn., served
Rogers, Ark., served with
the Army
during with the Army 1n Grenada
the Korean War. At Murray and 1n the Persian Gulf.
State, he was a member of Currently he serves as a dJthe Business Club , the vtston chemical officer for
Thoroughbred baseball team, the 10lst Airborne Divis1on
the Vets Club and the "M" at Fort Campbell.

Career Service

•Bobby Brashear• (1956) of
Arllngton, Va.. 18 a retired
major general who served
with the Army for 35 years.
He bas achieved the highest
Army ranking of any Murray
State graduate. He is a 1985
MSU Dist1ngulshed Alumnus

and has receiVed numerous
medals and awards.
•Mar)' ..IIAO.. llanh (1951)
of Schertz, Texas, retired as
a brigadier general from the
Air Force after 27 years. She
was the first female 1n the
Air Force to be assigned as
adviser to Vietnam, and she
hadca h1ghly succSehssful Air
F or e career.
e was
named a 1985 D1st:lngU.tshed
Alumna. She will sing the
Alma Mater and "The StarSpangled Banner" at the
pre-game ceremony.
•John Budaon (1971) of
Yuma, Ariz., ts a retired
Marine Corps Ueutenant
general and a 1985 MSU
Distinguished Alumnus.
During his career, he recetved various honors, ineluding a Bronze Star,
Vietnamese
Cross
of
Gallanby and Air Medal.
•lUck Grant (1963) of
Memphis, Tenn., a retired
captain, served 1n the Navy.
He is the executive director
for Millington Industrial
Development Board. From
June 1987 to July 1989, he
commanded the Naval Air
Station 1n MemplUs.

bas recetved vanous awards
during his service, such as
the A1r Force Commendation
and the Reserve Assodation
Air Section's National
Individual Achievement
Award H is former Board
· e a
of Regents president and
MSU Alumni Association
president.
•Roaer Schoellfeldt (1968)
of Murray 1S a Marine Corps
Reservist. He received his
master's 1n business admin!stratton from MSU 1n 1968
and is now a professor of
management
for
the
UniVersity.

lnterconfiict and
other service
•A. D. PoDock (1959) of San
Antonio, Texas, is a retired
Army colonel. He 1S an MSU

Distinguished
Military
Graduate. He 1s currently
employed as a supertntendent for Christina Heritage
Schools 1n San Antonio.

eJamea G. GJ-aow (1956) of •Ste•e

Blbln (1986) of
Schenectady, N.Y., ts a Navy
lieutenant. He 1s a recruiting
command's oftlcer 1n charge
of Northeast Nuclear
Programs. He was a Navy nuclear engineer and submartne officer and completed
the submarine qual1flcat1on
1n nine months.
•Karl Wueat (1983) of
Murray, a retired captain,
Reeervlata
served with the Marine
Corps for one year 1n Korea
•UJulaay J'reeman (1959) of and two years 1n Vietnam.
Hopk1nsv1lle, a retired brt- He retired after 28 years in
gadier general, ts an Army the service and is now an
Reservist. He commanded adjunct instructor of
the 3rd Battalion, 399th management and marketing
Regiment of the 1OOth at Murray State.
Dtv18ion. He 1S the owner of •Stenn Lenndoald (1942) of
Freeman's
Furs
tn Wadsworth, m.. a retired
Hopldnsv1lle.
lieutenant colonel, served 22
•Blll lloraan (1950) of years 1n the Air Force. He
Benton 1S a retired brigadier served 1n 34 combat misgeneral and an Air Force sions in the Southwest
Reservist. A 1982 MSU Pactftc during World War II
Dtsttngutshed Alumnus, he and ~ years 1n Korea. He
Frankfort retired as a capta1n from the Coaat Guard
after 26 years. He 18 chief director of the Coast Guard
AwdliaJy tn Washtngton, D.C.
He was a Coast Guard aviator,
and he served two tours 1n
Vietnam, flytng C- 1308 out of
HawaJi. During the first 16
years of his career, he flew
search and rescue mtssJons.

has worked as a qualtty control manager for Spartan
Southwest Electronics and
as an Air Force JROTC
aerospace instructor in
Gurnee,

m.

•Judy Peraall (1976) of
Newport News, Va., 1s a lieu·
tenant junior grade sen1ng
with the Coast Guard as a
damage control asststant 1n
the engineering department
on a 270-foot Coast Guard
cutter.

Special UDit
•The Bagett family had a
member serving 1n the
Marine Corps from 1942 to
1976. Of the e1,ght brothers,
six were Murray State
alumni: Dr. Wallace Bagett
(1954), a school social
worker and counselor at
Metro Nashvtlle Schools,
started a dtvision of social
work
at
, Murray
State 1n 1970 and served as
its director for 16 years.
Tom Bagett (1951) is a retired school teacher who
taught for more than SO
years at schools 1n Missouri
and 1111nots.
BID Baaaett (1950) is a retired chemical consultant
and worked as the senior development chemist at
Atochem North America Inc.
for more than 40 years.
Bob &aaett (1985) of Cadiz
is currently working as a
probation oftlcer and teacher
with the University of
Kentucky program at
Hopkinsvtlle Community
College. He served 1n the
Korean and Vietnam wars.
Frank Baaaett (1975) of
Paducah has been electrical
supervisor at MartinMarietta for 34 years.
John Paul BaUett (1959) of
Tuscaloosa, Ala .• is a social
worker for a VA medical
center.
Editor's Note: 0 the r
Homecoming honorees are
proftled tn this section.
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Graduate recognized as Desert Storm hero
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

Everyone loves a hero.
espectally when that hero is
a hometown boy.
Capt. Paul T. Johnson of
Dresden, Tenn.. graduated
from Murray State UniVersity
in 1980 wtth a degree in
agriculture. Now Johnson
has been recogniZed internationally as a hero of the
Persian Gulf War for leading
a rescue mission deep into
enemy territory.
Johnson was awarded the
Air Force Cross by President
George Bush for his
Mextraordtnary heroism,
superb atrmanshtp and
aggressiveness in the face of
the enemy."
"I really don't feel like a
hero." Johnson said. "It
feels kind of awkward to be
stngled out."
~e said approximately 40
people were trrmlved 1n the
mission.
jlf any one of those people
backed out for any reason,
then the m1Ss1on would not
have worked," he said.

Johnson said he never
planned to enter the Air
Force when he was growing
up.
"Join1ng the Air Force was
a radical turn for me." he
said. "I was not one of these
llttle boys who always
dreamed of being a fighter
pilot."
After graduation, Johnson
worked in agriculture unttl a
good friend who had retired
from
the
Air
Force
encouraged him to get
involved. Johnson said he
joined the Air Force in
1985.
"My wife and I have really
enjoyed seeing the country
and meeting new people."
he said.
Johnson's return will mark
the first time he has been
back on campus sJnce his
graduation.
"1b1s will be the first time
tn a long time that I've been
to northeast Tennessee and
western Kentucky," Johnaon
satd. "I'm looking forward
to seeing the pretty
countryside and the fall
weather ."
·

Photo courtesy of MVRLE BEACH AIR FORCE BASE

Gen. John M. Loh, co~mander of Tactical Air Command, presents the Air Force Cross,
the Air Force's highest award, to Capt. Paul T. Johnson at a base ceremony. Johnson
Ia one of only two Individuals to receive this award for heroic actions In Desert Storm.
On Jan. 21 , Capt. Johnson was the flight leader of two ~A-101 tasked , for search and
• •
' '
rescue operations Involving a downed Nayy F-14 crew. 1
J

Alumnus returns to Murray State after Desert Storm
wife tlew to Israel in order
to be with him at Christmas.
"We spent ntne days toTraveling to a foreign gether. The best thing about
counby can be fun, but it is a the Red Sea itself was leavcompletely different experi- ing," he said.
ence when the traveler is
Richardson has been in the
going to fight in a war.
Navy for three years. He atJerome Richardson, a tended Naval officer candi1988
Murray
State date school one month after
University graduate, is a lieu- he graduated from Murray
tenant with the U.S. Navy State University.
serving as a communications
During that summer, he
officer on the USS Detroit.
received his commission as
He said he is happy to be an officer. He said a really
back in the United States.
persuasive recruiter helped
"It feels wonderful," he him decide to join the Navy.
said. "You can't really
"l liked the idea of seeing
describe how it feels to be in the world and facing new
a countxy where you can go challenges. The pay was
as freely as you like.•
pretty good, too," he said.
Richardson said one of the
Richardson said since he
first places he went when he
graduated
from Murray
came back to the United
States in March was a fast State, the Navy has been
food restaurant.
keeping him busy. He has
"It's really the llttle things traveled to places such as
Rhode Island, VirginJa and
you miss," he said.
OJba.
Richardson said his most

been. In 20 years, that iS didn't know because they
what rn look back on," he were somewhere they

By ALLY88A HARVEY
Assistant Campus Ufe Editor

Lt. 'Jerome Richardson

nearly two years ago when
he marr ied his wife,
Jennifer. who he said was
very supportive of him
throughout Operation Desert
Storm.

"The support from my
friends and family, especJally
memorable adventure during
Another major change in my wife. made the situation
Desert Storm was when his Richardson's life happened better than it could have

•

said.

weren't supposed to be," he

Keeping a busy schedule is
nothing new for Richardson.
While at Murray State he was
a four-year member of the
Racer Band and Phi Mu
Alpha music fraternity.
He was also a member of
the Physics Acttvtty Club for
more than two years, a summer orientation counselor
for two years. Sigma Alpha
Iota sweetheart for one and a
half years and a student ambassador for one year.
"I made the most of my
stay at MWTay," he said.

said.
He said the stories in
newspapers here about the
war did not help the situation at all.
"There was a lot of speculation and analysts. They
squeezed everything they
could out of it. It blew a lot
of things, good and bad, out
of proportion," he said.

Richardson said he has not
been in this area since the
summer of 1990.
He said he has never been
Richardson has also re- to the Homecoming celebraceived many military awards, tion as an alumnus and is
including the National nervous about coming back.
Defense Medal.
"I was hoping to come
Richardson and his unit back in a low-key fashion,"
were stationed in the Red he said. "It will be great to
Sea. He said when they first see old friends. l had a lot of
got there. all they could do good times there. I like
was watt and see what would Murray.·
happen.
"It is a tremendous honor
"We just knew we were to be coming back in thJs cagoing to flght people we pacity,• he said.
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Distinguished alumni retum to MSU
- - - - - - - - - - - - - to the Air Force for conveBy AllY GREWE
StaffWr1ter
nience.
"1 was stationed at Langley
WUllam and Barbara Air Force Base in Vlrglnla,
WJlder, who met at MSU and and Barbara was stationed at
are both colonels in the Alr a
Navy
Hospital
in
Force, will viSit MSU for the Portsmouth, Va., which are
first time since they were about 50 miles apart," he
named disttngu1Shed alumni said. "Barbara switched over
in October 1987.
to the Air Force in
William Wilder said MSU is November 1976 because it
special to him and his wife was easter for us to live
because 1t brought them together."
together. He came to MSU
W1lliam said that moat
from Calvin, and bJa wife people who live on baae are
came from Columbus, Wta. single. and now he and
1bey met while both going Barbara are able to be etathrough
the
nursing UoDed at the same place and
program at MSU.
live together o1f bue.
'
"I attended from August
He said since Barbara
1973 to December 1974, traDa!erred to the AJr Force,
and Barbara attended from they have been ataUcmed in
August 1973 to May 197!5; Oeorgta,
Texas
and
WIWam said. "We met there calJbma.
ln ec:bool fD Augua 1973 and
Barbara was flrat moved
got married fD May 1974.•
from VlrgSnSa to a hospital at
Both had already been in RobinS AJr Force Balle in
the m.Wtary a few years Georgia. where she worked
when they were attending from November 1976 to May
MSU.
1978, wb1le WJWam was staWJlliam bad worked aa a tsoned at Moody Alr Force
staff nurse and a charge Beae fD Georgia.
nurse for various nursing
They were then both
units and aa a flight nurse fD transferred to Texas. where
Southeast Asia
WJlllam was chairman of the
Barbara was originally in department of critical care
the Navy. She had worked nursing at Wilford Hall
in U.S . Naval Hospitals in Medical Center, Lackland Air
Quonset Point, RI. ; the USS Force Base. and Barbara
Repose (Vietnam); Keflavick. worked fD the U.S. Air Force
Iceland; and Jacksonville, CUnic at Randolph Alr Force
Fla.
Base from September 1978
W11liam said when they to July 1981.
were first married, Barbara
In 1981, they were both
continued to work in the stationed at the Vandenberg
Navy, but she soon switched Alr Force Base 1n California.

They stayed · there until
October 1982. when they
both were sent to Clark Air
Force Base in the Republic of
the Philtppines and remained there until July
1985. Then they were both
moved to Norton Air Force
Baae fD cal1ilmia.
In July 1987. Barbara was
relocated to the U.S. Alr
Force ClinJc on Kelly Alr
Force Baae fD n:xae, where
she 1a still staUoned, whtle
WUUam ts staUoned at
Randolph AJr Foru Bue.
WSWam ll81d they are 8Ull
staUoned about ISO miles
apart from each other, but at
Jeut they are eUl1 able to 1tve
tocether and eee each other

eYerY JliCht.

.

DUJ'1D&

their milltaJy careers they have 'beJoDCed to
several organtzaUona and
haft been atveD profeeetcma]
honora.
William aaJd they are both
lookln& forward to their trip
back
to
MSU
for
Homecoming.
-rhe last time we were
there wae when we were
named dta~d alumni.
We both came anCS gave
speeches,• he said. "We always enjoy the parade and
the ball game. We usually go
out to the lake, and we enjoy
seetng our frte:d.ds there."
"It's always a treat to come
back," he eatd. "It's a small
town with friendly people,
and we have good friends
there. And, of course, we
fell in love there."
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vvinrer looks
forward to seeing old frierx:5
renewing old friendships.
By AllY BELli
"I want to see how evArts & Entertainment Editor

A sweepstakes has pro-

vided a Murray State
Untverstty alumna 1Mng in
Alexandria. Va., with the
opportunity to return to
the campus for the ftrat
time in

us years.

Alethea Taylor camp. a
1981 graduate of Murray
State, won the eeoond annual
MSU
Alumni
AuoclaUon Homecoming
Sweepetakee.
•1 waa eo exctted wben I
was noufted. It felt l1lr.e a
praent,• abe aald.
Camp will be the
honored
guest
of
President and Mrs .
Ronald J. Kurth in the
president's box at the
Homecoming
game

erything looks, especially
the l1bnuy and the Currla
Center," she said. "I
haven't been back in the
last 15 years, and I want
to see the faculty in the
math department."
A naUve of Pryoreburg,
located in May&Jd, Camp
graduated &om Murray

State wtth a degree In
mathemat1C8 and m1DOI'8
in chemtatty and muak.
.I have spent the la8t 16
years in the fteld of c:oirecttona. For the laat
eeven and a half yean, I
have been the warden of
the Graham CorrectioDal
Center at Hlllaboro, m.,•
abe INUd. "For the last two
months, I have been
working u a correct1oD8
Saturclq.
In addition. she will re- program apecia11et with
ceive free lodging Friday the National lnatttute of
and Saturday night at CorrectiOnS, on loan from
MSU'e Cun1s Center; free the
Illinois
State
round-trip air fare to Department
of
Murray; free meals from CorrecUona...:o"- - - Seafood Expte88, Shoney'e
Camp said that she had
Restaurant and Martha's not planned to attend the
Restaurant, allln Murray, 1991 MSU Homecoming
and the Brass Lantern of because it was too far away
Aurora and Tent City dur- and too expenatve.
ing Homecoming. She will
•1 am so excited to have
also receive free flowers won the sweepstakes,"
from 1b.e Flower Basket.
she said. "I have always
Camp 18 looldng forward been a member of the asto aeetng the campus and sociation."

Moody.joined Marines fresh out of Murray State
By IIICBELE CARLTON

Staff Writer

No. 1 team ln the nation.
They had four flrst-team AllAmericans," he said. "I liked
Murray bette r than the other

Capt. Bruce Moody , cogrand mars hal of Murray schools."
Sta te University's HomeOne year after gradua tion,
coming acttvitles. ls a 1977 Moody e n t ered the U.S.
graduat e of Mu rray St ate Marine Corps.
University now stationed at
"1 knew I had a lways
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
wanted to be a Marine. So,
Moody is a member of the a fter I
grad uated. I
general staff of the U.S. enlisted·" he said·
Marine Corps' 1st Division ln
Moody said that he began
charge of personnel.
his tratntng in Vtrgtnia and
Originally from upstate then went to artillery school
New York, Moody came to in Oklahoma.
Murray after recelvlng a parAfter grad uattng from artial sch olarship to shoot for tillery school, Moody said ,
the MSU rifle team.
he traveled all over th e
"At the time I was looking world.
"I spent one year in
at colleges. Murray was the

Okinawa. Then I came back
to the states from 1980 to
1983 to Uve in California. I
then spent 13 months in
Iceland," he said.
Moody served 200 days in
the Persian Gulf War as the
coordinator of personnel.
He said that among his duties were establ:lshtng evacu ation plans for prison ers of
war and distributing casualty
replacements.
"It was miraculous that we
didn't
n ee d
many
r eplacements," he said .
"There we r e not ma ny
casualties."
Moody said the i s t Marine
Division joined units from

Hawaii and Okinawa in Saudi
Arabia.

Although the division was
following the president's
orders. Moody said he was
surprised at the diviSion 's
involvement ln the war.
"The 1st Marine Division
had not b een tactically deployed s ince th e Korean
War," he said.
Moody said that he was delighted to be named a cogrand marshal for Murray
State's Homecoming.
"It came as a great honor
and surpriSe. I was at a loss
for words," h e s aid. "My
wife and I are excited about
coming back to Murray.·

Capt. Bruce Moody
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201 s. 5th St.
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Vietnam vet proud of American troops
By AllY LEAR

Assodate Editor
For Maj . Mike HamUton,
associate director for the
Veterans Administration
Medical Center in Dallas,
there could not be a better
career.
"I don't think you could
serve a better person than
one who laid his life on the
Une to preserve freedom ,·
Hamilton INUd.

IMPORTANT DATES IN THE VIETNAM WAR
1957

The Viet Cong begin to rebel against the South Vietnamese government headed by President Ngo Dinh Diem.

Nov. 1, 1963

South Vietnamese generals overthrow the Diem government;
Diem is killed the next day.

...

Congress passes th~ Tonkin Gulf R•~ution, which gives the .

. pre.ldent ~r to tak$ ,.al,l MCflt!J!!Y.~~ur,s"· an._d tQ •pre~!'rt .,...·;

· furtt\er alVJresslon
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President Lyndon B. Johnson sends U.S Marines to Da Nang,
South Vietnam. The Marines are the first U.S. ground troops in the

An alumnua ofMurra;y State
Unlveratty, Hamilton bas bad

a variety of expertenc~
working
tn
veterans
boepltala IIUOU the COUDtly
from )ltcb.,.n to Texas. Hla
current responstbtltttes
Include managing the
admiDJatratlve ldfaJn of the
hoepttal. Ita •136 m1Won
budget aDd 2.000 full time
employeea.
Worktn& for the boepttal 18
a tremendous challenge,

., " "

•

war.

June8,11&1

Pr&aident Richard M. Nixon announces that U.S. troops will b8gin '

to withdraw from Vtetnam.

The United States, North Vtetnam, SOUth Vietnam 8nd the Viet
~sign a cease-fire~·

Hamilton e&Jd. '"We are trying to change the people's
perception of what It 18 we Source WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA
do
he saJ.d.
lvJ a veteran of the Vietnam Vietnam veteran because eo
He wu act1ft while In colWar, Hamilton said he baa many were agatnat the war lege. getUng involved 1n
great admiration for those and veterans. I didn't want ROTC, serving as head of the
who served In Desert Storm. anyone to know," he said.
Persian rt11e team for two
"I lmew what they were goyears and was becoming one
HamUton attended Murray of the charter members of
ing through and their fears."
State
Untveratty at two dif- Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
he satd. "It was a d11ferent
ferent
times. He graduated
feeling for them. 'Ihey felt
HamUton said he has many

here:

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

big ch anges. "It ts exCiting
to see how Murray has developed into a full-fledged
University and to see all the
new butldtngs," he said. "I go
over to the Currts Center
and can't believe all the
facilities students have
there ."
He aa1C1 people's attitudes
are very different now than
back 1n '66. "In 1965 tt was
dlft'erent betng a minority
student, • he eald. '"While
there weR many fun years, I

remember some hard umee.
Wre trytDg to flDd placee off
campua to live.•
HamJlton baa taken etepa
In recent years to try to Improve life on c:ampua 10r minority students. He organized the ftrat Black Alumnt
Reumon 1n 1989 and Ia currently the chatrman of the
MSU Alumni Aaaociat1on
Black Mvtaory Committee,
which 18 coordinating the
Black reunJon 1n conjunct10n
wttb Homeco~.
He said tbe ·re'Uilion Ia an
all-out effort, with tremendous work done by the
committee. There were 168
mtnortty students who attended the last reunion,
which tnttiated work on the
bntldtng of a $10,000 scholarshtp goal. -we are just
$3.000 short of our scholarship goal, wh1ch would go to
undergraduate mtnortty students,• he said. "It wt1l provide a greater opportunity to
help the mtnorlty students

One of the best memories,
he said, 1S wt.nntng second at
rtfie drills.
·we flnished second at
Xavier
University
ln
Cin cinnati and at the
Untvers1ty of Illinois at
Champaign," h e said . "''he
the country was beht.n d in 1965 with a b achelor's fond memories of Murray Big Picture ftlmed us. Back
the m ."
degree 1n sociology and State, such as Homecoming in 1967. they showed news
HamUton said the feelings physical education. After two weekends, aervtng as resi- events a t theaters nauonwere very d11ferent for him years in the military, he re- dence hall counselor at ally.•
during the VIetnam era. · I turned to get h1s master's Franklin and Hart halls and
Hamilton said coming back
s tarting Alpha Phi Alpha. to Murray, he n oticed some ftnandally."
was embarrassed to be a degree tn education.

West Point instructor to serve as a grand marshal
By TERESA MAYS

Staff Wrtter
He has been a football
player at Murr ay State
University and an instructor
at the U.S . Military Academy
at West Point, N.Y., but th1s
week Capt. David Reagan's
job wt1l be to serve as one of
the four grand marshals of
MSU's Homecoming.
"I'm looking forward to
coming home and seeing
s ome of my old teammates,"
be sald.
Reagan left Dresden ,
Tenn.. to join the Army
when he was 19 years old,
and he served for ftve years
before collllng to Murray.

"It was intUally look ed
upon as a job and a profession." Reagan said. "After
three years. tt gets in your
blood . and I enjoy d oing
what I do."
During his military career.
Reagan said , he has served
in the Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars. He was also 1n
the National Guard and the
Reserves.
Reagan came to Murray
State after he was offered a
football scholarship, which
he accepted. he said, because he liked it here.
Reagan, who is 37,
major ed In history at MSU
from 1975 to 1979. He said
the University holds spectal

memories for him.
WhUe he was lineback er
for the Racer football team,
Reagan satd. the t eam won
h a lf of t he games they
played.
"It was a lot of fun," h e
satd, "and I met a lot of
fr iends on the footb all
team."
But football Is not the only
special memory that Reagan
holds of Murray State. He
met hts wife, Brenda. in
Winslow Cafeteria.
"It was a glance. I managed to strike up a conversation W1th her. and that was
the start of that," he said.
They dated for a year and
were married his sophomore

year, Reagan said . The two
have n ow been married for
15 years and have two dlildren,
J essica, 11. and
Kaleen, 4 .
"We're expecting another
one in May," he said .
H1s wife and daughters will
accompany him to Murray.
He ts now a faculty
member at West Point, and
he recently reviSed a 400page course book titled
'fransitlon 12 Officership.
Reagan said it took him
four months to complete the
project. The research included gathering Army field
manuals as well as other resources needed to put the
book together .

Capt. David Reagan
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Museum displays
proud tradition
By JON FUTRELL

StaffWriter
In keeping with this year's Star-Spangled Homecoming
theme, the Wrather West Kentucky Museum is sponsoring
an exhibit of milttary paraphernalia titled "Celebrating a
Proud Tradition." located 1n Gallery A.
Sally Alexander, exhibits coordinator for the museum, said
the idea for the exhibit came up after talking to Donna
Herndon. director of alumni affairs.
"Donna and I talked about just wanting to honor · the
armed forces," Alexander said. "We got some Murray State
graduates to donate some uniforms, and lt just happened:"
Among the uniforms of Murray State UniVersity gradt.iates
on display are those from Air Force generals Bill Morga.ri. a ·
former member of the Board of Regents, and Mary .Allee
Opdyke Marsh; Army Reserve Gen. Lindsay Freeman· and •
Navy nurse Ruth Cole. President Ronald J. Kurth
aiso
have his Navy uniforms on display.
This exhibit is about more than uniforms. though. the r
ROTC helped build a Desert Storm scene complete wtth
tent, sleeping bag and pad and Army uniforms from•Maj.
Richard L. 1\uner and MSU graduate capt. David ~~A:
framed list of all ROTC commtsstoned graduates up to 1990
Will be on display.
~
1
!Jexander~ eaid that while putttilg the exhiblt tog~
some of the donators showed they had not forgotten

wui

4

,

~ pr~t~col.

J

UWJO"!> ••,

1

,,...

"When we put.. up the mannequJn with her uniform, Cole
left· for a while, Alexander said. ~en She returned, she
made sure we put her mannequin to the admiral's left
s ince that's the way it is supposed to be."
'
Although the exhibit 1s opening 1n time for Homecoming
Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN Alexander said, she hopes it stays up quite a bit longer.
·
-we hope to keep th1s up for six months,· she said. "We
!:~.r~~~rt Storm scene Is one of the displays at Wrather Museum honoring MSU hope people come, see and enjoy it."

Holland says MSU has d1anged sinre the 1940s
By J AMES LOCKWOOD
Assistant News Editor
Many current college students had never really
known the reality of war until this year. The graduates
of 1940, however, knew all
about it.
Retired
Col.
Kermit
Holland was one of those
who graduated from Murray
State Un.tverstty in 1940. He
sexved his country then and,
still in the service, again 1n
the '50s.
A former Marine, Holland
has memories of both World
War U and the Korean War.
This weekend, he wUl represent veterans of the Korean
War 1n MSU's Homecoming.
Holland served state-side
during the Korean War.
carrying with him many
memories of his t:ra1n1ng and
overseas duty during World

warn.

MI went through officer's
training. and 1t was rough,"
be said. "lt was tough. but it
made you pay attention. M
Holland said his training
did not prepare him for the
beauty he would see in the
South Paciflc.
"Those little islands out
there were paradise,"
Holland said. "I forgot 1 was
1n a war."
Holland said he was so
overwhelmed by the beauty
of the land that, when the
fighting began, he was unprepared.
"I forgot to dig a foxhole."
he said. "A fellow who had
dug one let me share his. It
was then l realltm I was tn a
war.
"A battle would take a
week,.. he said, "but it would
take weeks to clean up."
Holland spent j ust short of
two years in the Paciflc,

touring the Gilbert. Marshall
and ElUs island groups.
Then he served on the
aircraft canier USS Palaw.
MWe were training for an
invasion on Japan," Holland
said.
But then the first atomic
bomb
dropped,
and
Holland's training was not
used.
Holland said he does not
regret any of the time he
served during his 32 years.
"I think every boy should
go through a couple of years
of service." he said.
War and college, Holland
said. held some s1milar1ties
for him. The pressure he felt
was one of them. There was
one dtfference. though.
"In college, the death was
not connected," he said.
Though war has not
changed much over the
years, Holland said, Murray
State has.

When he attended, he said,
'"there were very few cars on
campus."
Holland was an active student. The football team and
the boxing team were just
two of the activities he par·
ticipated in.
"We had a good football
team," he said. "1 received
part of my tuition working as
the athletic trainer."
Football players were
different back 1n the '30s,
Holland said. Most of the
players
bad
working
scholarships, under which
they had to work in the
boiler room or at some other
job on campus. Holland said
the players also bought some
of the equipment.
-we all pitched 1n to have a
football team, Mhe said.
Because of the recession,
many people were not making much money, Holland
said.

KOREAN WAR
HIGHLIGHTS-

11

1950
June 25 North Korean Communist troops invade South ~
Korea.

June 27 PresidentTrumanorders
U.S. air and naval forces
to helpdefend South Ko-

rea.
June 30 Truman orders U.S.
ground troops to South
Korea.
Oct. 25 China enters the war on
the side of North Korea.

Nov. 26 The Allies begin to retreat after an attack by
the Chinese.

1951
A pril11 Truman

removes

MacArthur and replaces
him with Gen. Ridgway.

1953
July '¥1 An annls1ioe agreement
is signed, and the fight-

ing ends.
Graphic by ROB WILK ERSON
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Graduates remember war
in the Marshall County school system for
ftve years, teaching begtnntng physics and
Assistant News Editor
chemistry.
Dec. 7, 1941, as President Franklin
Reeves now spends a great deal of time
Roosevelt said, 18 "a date which wt11 ltve in
traveling to compete in foot races and is a
infamy."
That was the day that the
member of the Marshall County running
Japanese bombed American Naval facilities
club.
at Pearl Harbor, Hawau. 1bat was the day
Beale. a 1946 graduate of Murray State,
that Howard Reeves and Tex Beale were
saw the action at Pearl Harbor from a differintroduced to war.
ent perspective. He was the pUot of a B-17
Both Murray State University graduates
bomber and landed at Pearl Harbor during
were there nearly !50 years ago when one of
the most memorable events of World War n the attack.
"My plane was destroyed after I landed."
was etched into memocy.
Beale said. "I was shot in the leg while tryReeves, a 30-year veteran of the Navy. was
stationed on the USS Medusa while at Pearl tog to run to cover and was hospitalized for
a year.
Harbor.
"I remember evecyone yelling, 'Here they
'"We were in the Navy yard repat.r:tng a boat
come,'
and then being hit as I headed for
on Dec. 7, " Reeves said. "I was below deck
getting a newspaper out of my locker when the edge of the fteld," he said.
Beale saJd he became a pilot because he
the flrst bomb was dropped. I ran to man
felt
he could do more damage from a plane.
my gun and real1zed that th1s one Japanese
Even
after being shot. Beale's competittve
bomber was almtng straight at me.•
spirit
could
not be dampened. He wanted
Reeves was 19 years old and was just beback
out
and
was sent to China wtth the
gtnntng a career in the Navy.
"I went into the Navy in 1940, • Reeves 308th bomb group flying a B-24. His
said, "partly because I had a brother in that squadron had the best record of accuracy
service and partly because jobs were scarce while there.
After the war, Beale came back to Murray
because of the Great Depression."
to
8.n1sh his degree in physical education
He said that he dJd not realize that Pearl
with
minors in English and soctal studies.
·Harbor was gotng to be such a big event in
While
at Murray State, Beale was on a foothiatoJY while he was lMng through It.
Following World War n. Reeves went on to ball scholarship and was a defensive safety
serve in Korea and Vietnam and retired for the Racers.
after 30 years at the rank of lieutenant.
Origtnally from Amarillo, Texas, Beale
After retlrtng from the service, Reeves moved to California after receiving h1s decame back to Kentucky and enrolled at gree and taught U.S. hiatocy for 29 years at
Murray State. He earned a bachelor's de- Anaheim Union High School. He now regree in earth science in 1974. He worked sides in Fullerton, Calif.
By TRISH CASH

WWII

CHRONOLOGY..__
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By 8TEPII.ANIE LU8B

Staff Writer

Murray State University
has many p~tlglous alumni
who provide services to the
, school and its students.
Ruth E. Cole is one of
Hitler Invade$ USSR.
those alumni. As a former
professor and chairman of
Italy surrenders to Allies.
the nursing department at
Murray State, she helped to
Gen'nany surrenders forces In Netherland$, Notthwest
establish the nursing proGennany and Denmart<.
, '
gram and the student health
Gennan High Command surrenderS all forces unconcfiservices. ·
tlonally.
Cole, a caDoway Co\U.].ty native, enrolled 1n Murray
Pacific and Eastern Asian Operations
State Teachers College in
Japaneee air attack on Peart HarbOr, Hawaii.
the fall of 1939, but
transferred in 1941 to St.
U.S. Pacffic Fleet attacks Japanese bases In Marshall
Joseph Hospital School of
and Gilbert Islands.
Nursing in Lexington. where
FOR orders MacArthur to leave Philippines.
she graduated 1n 1944.
Battte of Guadalcanal.
In 1945, during World War
II. she was called to active
Atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
duty in the Navy Nurse
Atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki; USSR Invade&
Corps. Cole said she felt that
MandMia.
jotntng
the Navy was the paJapan surrend«s.
triotic thing to do.
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
'"When Pearl Harbor came,

Gennany Invades Norway and seizes Denmarl<.
June14 Germany enters Paris.
July 10 Battle of Britain begins.
Aprt19

By LORI SHAIN

ftrst wave." Bailey said.

StaffWrtter

Jack Belote, a 1941
MSU alumnus and a Naval
traJ.ntng officer at MSU
during the war, said the
school was an elementacy
program for trainees.
"There were so many
young men signed up
there was no room 1n
111ght school for them, so
the program here was a
Navy tlight prep school,"
Belote sald.
"They were here for
three months at a time,
getting into good phys1cal
shape, learntng discipline
and learning the baste
elements for flying an aircraft," he saki.
The second program
operated from July 1,
1944, until Nov. 29,
1945.
"The Naval
Academic Refresher Unit
focused more on the
academics. such as math,
chemistry and physics."
Bailey said.
He said without tJaat
aspect of the program,
many of the professors at
the college would have
been laid off.

Durtng World War n.
Murray State University
relied on Naval training
programs to stay alive.
Between January 1943
and November 1945,
more than 4,000 men
came to MSU for t.ra1ning.
At that time MSU was
still a college, and With
most of the inStitution's
male students and faculty
gone to fight for their
country. the future looked
grim, said Ernie Bailey.
assistant professor of libraries.
"It took a lot of support
people to keep things going during that time," he
saki.
Batley said MSU was one
of 20 campuses in the
country selected as sites
for what were actually two
different Naval training
programs. The U.S. Naval
Fllght Preparation School
operated from January
1943 unttl Oct. 10. 1944.
"'Dle first batch of recruit trainees arrived in
January, With 200 in the

Professor honored for nursing work

European and MedlterranNn Operations
Sept 1 Gennany Invades Poland.
S.pt. 17 Soviet foroe81nvade Poland.

MSU served as Naval training
ground during World War II

whole units were gotng over, were enrolled in the proand I felt it was my patriotic gram.
"Teachtng ts a vecy fulftllduty to go," she said. "Plus,

the Navy uniforms sold me
because they were nicer
than the Army's."
As a captain 1n the Navy
she served during the
Korean Con.fl1ct and as an
active member of the
Reserves for S5 years. She
retired in 1980.
"'lbe Navy gave me practical nursing experience and
made me realize that I
wanted to get my B.S.
degree so 1 could teach,"
Cole said.

After completing her
degree in 1 948 at the
University of Texas. Cole
returned to help develop the
school of nursing being
organized at Murray State.
During the first year of the
program. she served as a
teacher and a ltaison
between
cooperating
hospitals for the 12 students

tng feellng, • Cole said.
"Knowing I made tt possible
for others to achieve what I
wanted to achieve ts a great
feeling."
In 1954, Cole made the
first steps toward the
establtshment of a four-year
program that would lead to a
degree ln nursing. Under
Cole's
direction,
the
curriculum was developed
and later approved by the
KentuckY Board of Nura1ng
and the .N ational League for
Nuratng. The flrst students
to earn a B.S. degree in
nursing graduated in 1968.
"My motl.vatlon was to help
facilitate others to be able to
become nurses," Cole said.
As a tribute to her
outstanding service to the
nursing department. the
Ruth E. Cole Honorary
Nursing Scholarship was
established in 1977.
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Murray State has grown
from Its humble beginnings
In 1923 to the facilities we
have today. Left, this aerial
view of the campus was
taken between 1973, when
Stewart Stadium was ~uilt ,
and
1978,
when
groundbreaklng began for
the Curris Center . Below ,
this view of campus, taken
from the top of Wilson Hall
In the 1930s, includes
Wells Hall, the training
school, the auditorium and
the library •

MSUcampus:
past
to

present
File photo

•

Photo courtesy of Wr8ther Museum

Photo courtesy of Pogue Ubrary

Above, the pedestrian mall, shown hera In a northward
view from Waterfield Ubrary toward Elizabeth Hall, was
completed In 1885. The mall links the north residential
complex with both the Currls Center and the main
academic and admlnlatratlve areaa. Left, before the
completion of the mall, 15th StrHt ran through the
campua.

'
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